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PREFACE
"Without a long running start in history, we shall not have 
the momentum needed, in our even consciousness, to take a 
sufficiently bold leap into the future".
- Mumford, L.; 1961: The City in History, p.
11 .
It is primarily the objective of this thesis to provide a modest 
"miming start" in the architectural history of Samoa to enable 
progress towards the conservation of its heritage.
I wish to acknowledge the incomparable research resource of Sydney' 
Mitchell Library, the New Zealand and German Colonial Archives in 
Wellington, the Olaf Nelson Memorial Library in Apia and the 
Archives of Burns Philp & Co. Ltd. in Sydney. Constructive advice 
and encouragement have been provided by Geoff Marfleet of the 
Western Samoa Historical and Cultural Trust, Trevor Howells, the 
course co-ordinator, and many other colleagues and friends. In 
particular, the assistance of Sue Trimble in the production of this 
thesis has been a significant impetus towards its completion.
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INTRODUCTION
Apia, Western Samoa, has experienced a history since European 
contact which has been more significant and complex than the capital 
of a small, remote, island nation might expect. Moreover, the 
physical environment and indigenous politics have interacted with 
international political, economic and religious rivalry to produce a 
distinctive environmental heritage.
Prior to partitioning in 1900, Samoa comprised three major islands: 
Savaii, Upolu and Tutuila with a total area of about 2,900 square 
kilometres. Apia is located on the north coast of Upolu, 14 degrees 
south of the equator and about 4,300 kilometres north-east of 
Sydney. It has a population of about 35,000 which is expected to 
increase to 50,000 by the year 2000(1). Apia has a harbour frontage 
of 'hbout 2 kilometres and is centrally located relative to its 
agriculturally productive hinterland. The island is of volcanic 
origin, has a tropical climate and dense vegetation cover.
Tentative contact was made by European explorers in the late 
eighteenth century but the first enduring contact was made by 
beachcombers and whalers early in the nineteenth century, then, more 
importantly, by missionaries in 1830. The appearance of a beach 
community at Apia in the 1830's and 40's led to the establishment of 
consular agencies to support the growing economic interests. The 
mutual reinforcement of missionaries, consuls and commercial agents 
provided secure foundations for commercial plantation agriculture 
and international trade which prospered from the 1850's to the 
1880's.
Consular rule, supported by naval authority became further 
entrenched during the 1880's and 90's until German colonial 
ambitions prevailed in 1900. British annexation in 1914 led to a 
long period of political control as a New Zealand mandated territory 
and as a United Nations Trust Territory under New Zealand
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administration until independence was achieved in 1962. Despite 
significant progress since independence, Western Samoa retains its 
"least developed country" status requiring trade subsidisation and a 
high dependence on external aid. In recent years more than 80% of 
annual development expenditure has been contributed by external aid.
The country's interesting and complicated history has yielded an 
architectural heritage of particular value and one which is of great 
significance to the South Pacific region having been subjected to 
the most tenacious international rivalry in the Pacific and the only 
German colony to have existed in Polynesia. Paradoxically, although 
Apia's tropical climate has contributed to the distinctiveness of 
its architectural heritage, it imposes severe difficulties for its 
conservation. The susceptibility of the town's predominantly timber 
and iron buildings to damage by moulds, insects, corrosion, 
hurricane and fire, meagre funding and misdirection of maintenance 
projects and potential for redevelopment, all pose serious threats 
to conservation.
It is the objective of this thesis to document the architectural 
history of Apia, to identify the significant items of its surviving 
environmental heritage and to suggest some preliminary directions 
and strategies for conservation policy. Methodologically, the 
assessment of cultural significance will be related to historical 
themes identified in the documentation of European settlement such 
as global political interaction, the development of international 
trade and commerce and the influence of Christian missionaries.
Some difficulties of applying European notions of cultural 
significance to a native culture which has an indifferent attitude 
to building conservation and contempt for its colonial past will be 
evident.

ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY 
OF EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT
Exploration
The first European contact with the Samoan Islands occurred in the 
18th century and has been well documented by several authors(l, 2, 
3). It was initiated by the Dutch expedition under Jacob Roggewein 
in 1722 who called them the "Baumann Islands". The French explorers 
Louis de Bougainville and La Perouse followed in 1768 and 1787 
respectively. Bougainville named the islands the "Navigator 
Islands" and La Perouse was the first to accurately determine their 
location. The first British visit was made in 1791 when the war 
vessel "Pandora" under Captain Edwards arrived in search of the 
"Bounty" mutineers.
The massacre of several Frenchmen during La Perouse's visit gave the 
islands "an undeserved reputation for ferocity"(4) which seems to 
have discouraged further contact. However, this reputation faded 
during the early 19th century when infiltrations were made by 
whalers, traders, beachcombers, escaped convicts and deserting 
sailors. The growing importance of the whaling industry induced the 
US Government to send Captain Wilkes on an exploring expedition but 
this did not occur until 1837, after the establishment of permanent 
European settlement at Apia(5).
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Whalers,Beachcombers and 
Origins of Settlement
Even before the first missionary contact about 1830, several white 
men were known to be living among the natives, presumably deserting 
sailors and escaped convicts from Australia or Norfolk Island(1).
The origins of trade in the beach community were based on the supply
r
of food and coconut oil to whalers which in turn encouraged the 
arrival of other beachcombers from about 1820 to the late 1830's 
when missionaries, permanent traders and consular representatives 
settled.
Assisted partly by the Wilkes expedition, the peak of Pacific 
whaling in the area was dominated by Americans and extended from 
1835 to about 1850. Its subsequent decline into a major recession 
was caused by the American civil war(2) and the northward shift of 
whaling activity(3).
The selection of Apia as the first site for European occupation was 
less related to its natural harbour and central location, which 
later became of prime importance, but because "in the early 1830's 
the bay conditions at Apia were less favourable for Samoan 
habitation ... providing a substantial surplus of beach land"(4). 
Extensive areas of swampland and river estuaries created unhealthy 
living conditions and made travelling difficult. In the early 
1830's Apia "consisted of a few houses of ... miserable 
appearance"(5) but by 1840 "native fale were incongruously jumbled 
with iron-roofed shacks and stores"(6) as interaction increased.
Watters(7) has documented that by 1840, between 30 and 40 Europeans 
were living in Samoa, mostly in Apia and living in "separate shacks".
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Early Missionaries
Missionaries of various origins constituted the first enduring 
contact with European culture. They also became the most pervasive 
influence on the Samoan way of life, not only through religious 
training but through language, education, moral attitudes and the 
subtle support provided to compatriot traders and consul 
representatives.
Although the arrival of John Williams and his colleague Charles 
Barff of the London Missionary Society (LMS) in 1830 was in fact 
pre-empted by Tongan Wesleyan missionaries who had arrived in 
1828(1), Samoa provided Williams with his greatest and most complete 
conversion and it became the geographic and spiritual centre of his 
endeavours in the south west Pacific(2).
Williams' initial contact is well documented(3) and seems to have 
benefited through his accompaniment by a Samoan chief who had been 
converted in Tonga and the coincidental renouncing of traditional 
belief by a prominent chief who greeted him on his arrival(4). The 
LMS first stationed permanent European missionaries in Samoa in 
1836(5) which led to the spread of the English language and 
culture. A printing press was established in 1939(6), the bible was 
translated, schools and theological colleges were established and 
almost the entire population embraced christianity(7). The intense 
religious fervour which was instilled remains fundamental to modern 
Samoan society although early attempts by the missionaries to 
maintain strict prohibition on alcohol and prostitution were 
ineffective and still flourished by the 1850's(8).
Williams became a protestant martyr following his slaughter at 
Erromanga in 1839(9). His bones were recovered at the direction of 
Governor Gipps of NSW and interred near the native church in 
Apia(10). However, there remains some disagreement about their 
authenticity as they were not collected until 3 months after his
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death(ll). Other significant legacies of Williams for Samoa were 
his son John C. Williams, and his grandson Samuel Foster Williams, 
both of whom acted as British consul in Apia during the 1860's and 
7 0 ' s (12) .
Although the first LMS church was not formed until 1837 it earned an 
impressive reputation for the early establishment of educational, as 
well as religious facilities(13). Most notable among its 
achievements was the establishment of the Malua seminary by Rev. 
George Turner in 1844, about 15 kilometres west of Apia(14). An LMS 
boarding school existed in Apia for a decade from 1844 and another 
at Vailele, 5 kilometres east of Apia, which was run by the wife of 
John C. Williams and was converted to a school for native girls in 
1854(15).
The renowned "Seamen's Chapel" or "iron church" was erected in 
1849(16) and seems to have been the first church erected in Apia. 
Watters(17), makes an unsourced reference to two churches of 
European shape built in Apia soon after 1840, complete with masonry 
and shingle roofs, but seem to be otherwise undocumented. The 
Seamen's Chapel was also administered by George Turner from Malua 
after the ill-health of Mr. & Mrs. Mills in 1856. This chapel was a 
small flat-roofed structure built entirely of corrugated iron raised 
on a platform of coral: It was moved from Mulivai to Apia in 
1860(18) and was rebuilt between 1890 and 1895 to become the present 
English church. It has since continued to provide a focus for the 
ecclesiastical, educational and cultural life of foreign residents 
and visitors of Apia. The oldest building surviving at Malua is a 
two storey stone printing office which was built in 1905(19).
Following initial contact in 1828, the Wesleyan mission commenced 
its educational and ecclesiastical tasks in 1835(20) with the 
arrival of Rev. Peter Turner but who was forced to leave in 1839 
following a controversial decision in London to abandon the mission 
in deference to the LMS and the expedience of the two missions 
concentrating their attention in different areas(21). However, the
2 L.M.S. MISSION HOUSE, APIA c. 1870 (Mitchell Lib.)
t  :, ' r* r C. v:- • *' .•/- a.
*§m M .
3 ORIGINAL CATHOLIC CHURCH, MULIVAI c.1852 (Mitchell Lib.)
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Wesleyan mission in Samoa was resumed in 1857 with the arrival of 
Rev. Martin Dyson and Rev. George Brown in 1860 who initiated 
pastoral training and the establishment of a mission centre on Upolu 
at Lufilufi, about 20 kilometres east of Apia, and later the nearby 
Piula theological college in 1868(22). The timber mission house 
built at Lufilufi in 1875 still survives on its original site, being 
one of the oldest buildings in Samoa(23).
The return of the Wesleyan mission was seen by the LMS to be an 
aggressive breach of faith and was attributed to Tongan ambition for 
political and trading influence in Samoa(24). This inter-mission 
rivalry may have accounted for the decentralised location of the 
Wesleyan mission and its delay in approaching the LMS-controlled 
Apia where a Wesleyan church was not constructed until 1900(25). It 
was of timber construction and located on the site of the present 
Wesley bookshop.
Even more intense rivalry developed between the LMS and the Catholic 
mission whose Marist missionaries arrived in Apia from Wallis Island 
in 1845 and established a principal mission station at Mulinuu(26). 
Moreover, the Société Française de l'Oceanie established a cut-price 
store at Mulinuu in conjunction with the catholic mission in 
1846(27) which competed with British and American trading 
interests. This action entrenched the antagonism of the British 
consular agent, George Pritchard, also an LMS pastor, who had been 
unceremoniously deported from Tahiti by the French(28) and was 
involved in trading activities himself in Apia during the 1840's.
This first French attempt at mercantile activity was shortlived, 
being the victim of arson in 1847(29) and later, hurricane, and was 
abandoned in 1852. The Marist missionaries were accused of being 
agents of French imperialism(30) and promotors of French trading 
interests. The perceived political threat from France did not 
eventuate although the catholic church was successful in acquiring 
large tracts of land at Mulivai in the early 1850's, paradoxically 
from the son of George Pritchard, and erected a masonry church in
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1852(31). This church was erected by Bro. Jaques Peloux west of the 
existing cathedral and was demolished in 1893 to provide a site for 
the priest's residence(32) which now exists there.
The early missionary dwellings have been described(33) as 
adaptations bf the Victorian English cottage style, usually 
comprising three rooms and using native thatch and more windows than 
usual, but otherwise having no regard for local conditions. The 
buildings were coral-plastered and whitewashed to resist hurricanes 
using English-style joinery with indigenous timbers, while shutters 
and other fittings were imported. These types of buildings were 
soon found to be inappropriate and replaced by larger, more open 
dwellings with peripheral verandahs. The only surviving example of 
the former style in Apia is the LMS mission house, probably built 
during the early 1870 * s(34).
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Origins of Trade
Trade had begun to establish itself in the 1830's and 40's, chiefly 
focusing on the supply of provisions for whalers and to facilitate 
that trade, John C. Williams was appointed as the first U.S. 
commercial agent. Williams also initiated trade in coconut oil, 
making his first shipment in 1842 and established a general store in 
Apia in 1844(1).
Williams was joined by George Pritchard in 1845 who was appointed as 
the first British consular agent in 1847(2) in response to the 
friction and rivalry which was developing in Apia in conjunction 
with the expanding settlement(3). Both of the early consuls were 
engaged in trading activities, Pritchard using his consulate as a 
"pot shop"(4). The first "permanent" store in Samoa was established 
in 1849 by William Pritchard who also became a British consul(5).
The early beach community relied on naval justice with the consuls 
competing with the missionaries and traders for influence and 
control but there was an increased demand for political stability 
and government efficiency as trade increased(6). In fact, George 
Pritchard required naval support to finally acquire land at Mulivai 
in 1847(7) when he was able to move from his shack at Savalalo. The 
ultimate freeing of restrictions on land sale developed during the 
1847/48 civil war in exchange for fire arms which had previously not 
featured in Samoan warfare(8). The participants at the time were 
unaware of the disastrous developments which would ensue in respect 
of loss of life and sacrifice of much of the most valuable land in 
the islands to Europeans.
By the mid-1850's, Apia was recognised as an important supply and 
trade centre with a foreign population of about fifty(9) which was 
dominated by British and American interests. Much of the vacant 
land between Sogi and Matautu had been occupied but "...the 
Europeans had no overall plan as regards arrangement, while their
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dwellings and business premises varied from the crudest huts of cane 
and thatch to substantial buildings constructed of stone and 
imported lumber. Apia may have had 'quite a business look about it' 
but judged by most aesthetic standards, its rating was low"(10). 
Moreover, the state of society was of similar low rating - "a 
heterogeneous mass of the most immoral and dissolute foreigners that 
ever disgraced humanity ... responsible to no law for their conduct 
... there exist anarchy, riot, debauchery which render life and 
property insecure ..."(11).
By the end of the 1850's the conditions existed for the 
transformation of the beach community.
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International Commerce
"The beach communities were transformed into small scale 
western port towns which became the organising centres for 
foreign political and economic aggrandisement."(1)
Large scale international commerce began in 1857 with the arrival of 
August Unshelm representing the Hamburg house of Johann Cesar 
Godeffroy und Sohn, who established its head office in Apia, midway 
between its other frontier agencies at Valparaiso and Cochin. This 
effort by the company to decentralise its operations was stimulated 
by increased French trade from Tahiti(2) and eventually led to the 
establishment of a Hamburg consulate in Apia in 1861(3) when 
Theodore Weber replaced Unshelm in control of the firm. Weber 
controlled the interests of the German firm in the Pacific for a 
quarter of a century who, complemented by his appointment as the 
first Imperial German Consul in 1870(4), made Apia the centre of the 
most powerful commercial company in the Pacific(5).
Weber persistently acquired large tracts of land during the 1870's 
and 80's, though often without unassailable title, and eventually 
possessed about 3,200 hectares(6). Most of this land was cleared 
and planted with coconuts and various secondary crops such as 
cotton, cocoa and coffee. Industrial innovation which led to the 
commercial recognition of the value of coconut oil in soap 
manufacture caused a dramatic increase in the international demand 
for coconut oil which had only been used for the manufacture of 
candles prior to 1850(7). These trends, complemented by Weber's 
initiative in being the first person to meaningfully substitute the 
export of copra for local crudely produced coconut oil in 1867(8) 
led to German dominance of plantation agriculture and international 
trade. In fact, by 1886 Godeffroy, or more correctly its successor, 
handled 75% of Samoan export trade and 60% of its imports(9).
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An added impetus to plantation agriculture in Samoa derived from 
inflated cotton prices caused by the American civil war(10) which 
resulted in the planting of cotton as a secondary crop among the 
coconut plantations(11). Other fortuitous external factors included 
the construction of a railway across America in 1869(12), the 
establishment of new trade routes across the Pacific caused mainly 
by the discovery of gold in both California and N.S.W., the 
introduction of steam power, improved oceanic communication, 
speculation about a Panama connection from the 1850's and a general 
growth in world trade. The result was increased commercial and 
strategic importance of the islands as coaling stations and ports of 
refreshment and growing intervention by the "Great Powers"(13).
Apia, by virtue of its central location between San Francisco and 
Sydney, its broad reef channel opening, its location in relation to 
a productive hinterland(14), its role as the centre of native 
government for Samoa after 1867 when it relocated from Malie to 
Mulinuu(15) and the commercial activities of the Godeffroy firm, was 
transformed from a primitive beach community to a strategic port 
town and the focus of international rivalry in the Pacific.
However, this success of the German plantation estates in Samoa was 
predicated upon the recruitment of indentured Melanesian labourers.. 
Almost 5,000(16) people were recruited between the mid-1860's and 
mid-1880's as Samoans were both unsuitable and unwilling to perform 
the type of work required reflecting their traditional communal 
attitude to production and exchange. The Godeffroy firm promoted 
debased South American currencies as a medium of exchange for the 
Pacific, monopolised currency exchange, manipulated Samoans through 
fraudulent land acquisition practices offering excessive credit at 
high rates of interest, and mistreated indentured labourers(17).
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The French blockade of the Baltic ports during the Franco-Prussian 
war led to the collapse of the Godeffroy (Hamburg) firm in 1875(18) 
and its interests were transferred to the Deutsche Handels und 
Plantagen Gesellschaft (DH&PG) in 1880. Likewise, H.M. Ruge & Co, 
the other large German firm in Samoa and Tonga went into liquidation 
in 1888(19). The DH&PG began to divert its attention to promoting 
German political interests, encouraging rivalry with British 
commerce and supporting German annexation(20 ) .
During the 1880's and 90's, the decline of the traditional trade 
routes to Hamburg and Valparaiso, the steady growth of the 
Australasian colonies, the departure of Theodore Weber from Samoa, 
the growing world depression, lower commodity prices, and the 
breaking of the DH&PG monopoly on foreign exchange by the 
establishment of a British bank in Apia in 1892, led to a long term 
advantage to the smaller British traders at the expense of the 
DH&PG(21). Moreover, during the 1890's, the DH&PG was beset with 
labour difficulties, the extent of cultivation declined, cotton 
growing was discontinued on German plantations(22), severe 
depression struck the Australasian colonies(23) , successive crops 
failed due to the outbreak of native disorders and plant diseases, 
and other German firms and banks arrived in Samoa.
The premises of the Godeffroy firm were severely damaged by storm in 
1879(24) with the copra house, cotton house and wholesale store all 
suffering. Soon after, the firm commenced construction of "a large 
and magnificent building upon the premises at Sogi which, when 
finished, is intended for a cotton store house and ginning 
establishment which will contain 3 floors and is being superintended 
by Mr. Willis"(25). This building survives as the oldest commercial 
building in Apia presently functioning as the central store and 
office of WSTEC.
6 STORE OF H.J. MOORS, APIA, Built 1884.(Cyclopedia of Samoa)
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Following the departure of Theodore Weber from Apia his estate was 
subdivided in 1890(25) and became the suburb of Motootua. Among the 
purchasers of allotments from the estate were the LMS, Captain 
Hufnagel and Messrs. Heidlin, Parker, Krause and Fabricius some of., 
whom planned to erect villa residences immediately(27). Weber's 
house and grounds at Motootua were purchased by David Parker and 
operated by Mr. Stehlin as the "Motootua Gardens" for public picnics 
and recreation. The house no longer survives having been badly 
damaged during the 1899 international confrontation and moved to 
property now owned and redeveloped by Burns Philp, fronting 
Falealili Street south of Motootua Street(28).
Although the Germans dominated plantation agriculture, the arrival 
of British, American and Scandinavian settlers from the 1860's 
onwards created trading and diplomatic rivalry which culminated in 
the tension of 1889. Among these influential businessmen who 
arrived in the 1860's were Andrew and Charles McFarland, Samuel 
Dean, Charles Netzler, August Nelson, Christian Hellesoe, Peter 
Fabricius and James Meredith(29) . By 1880, there were four firms 
controlling most of the trade: the two German firms DH&PG and Ruge, 
Hedemann & Co; W. McArthur of New Zealand and David Parker from the 
United States(30).
Two other renowned traders, a German E.A. Grevsmuhl and an American, 
Harry J. Moors arrived in Apia in the 1870's(31). They initially 
traded in partnership but chose to trade separately after 1878.
Harry Moors became one of Apia's most influential residents, 
enmeshed in local and international politics, a municipal 
administrator, hotelier, planter, trader and close friend of Apia's 
most famous resident, Robert Louis Stevenson, during his brief 
residence at Vailima from 1889 to 1894. He was described by 
Stevenson as the "ablest, wealthiest, and best informed trader in 
Samoa"(32).
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Details of Apia's prominent early trading identities and their 
contributions to the development of the town have been documented 
elsewhere(33, 34, 35, 36) and some surviving examples of 19th 
century commercial buildings along Apia's Beach Road derive from 
their efforts. These buildings, such as Moors' Tauesi store (1884) 
and its adjacent replica (1896), Hellesoe's store (1892) on the 
corner of Beach Road and Ifi Ifi Street and Fabricius' store (1893) 
east of the Court House have been adapted to present requirements 
but were typically of two storey weatherboard and corrugated iron 
construction with a residence on the top floor, wide supported 
verandahs over the street, with decorative balusters and wooden 
Venetian shutters.
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International Treaties and 
Municipal Government
"The impossibility of maintaining an autonomous native state 
was due partly to the weakness of native political organisation
and partly to foreign aggression....  In Samoa, both these
features were exaggerated. Nowhere else in Polynesia was 
native organisation looser or more incapable of maintaining 
order. Nowhere was the hold of foreign powers more tenacious, 
nor were foreign rights more evenly balanced."(1)
United States' interest in Samoa was delayed due to its civil war 
and did not really begin until the 1870's when a commercial stake 
had been established by land acquisition and steamship interests.
The Central Polynesian Land and Commercial Company - San Francisco 
(C.P.L.C.C.) was established in 1871 as a speculative venture 
acquiring claims to half of the land area of Samoa(2) in the hope of 
selling its interests to the U.S. Government(3). These immense 
tracts of land had been acquired at nominal prices during the civil 
wars from 1869 to 1873 when demand for munitions overcame Samoan 
scruples about selling land(4).
Pursuing America's strategic interests, Commander Richard Meade of 
the U.S.S. Narrangansett signed a treaty with Chief Mauga of Pago 
Pago in 1872(5) securing the valuable Pago harbour for the United 
States. However, the Meade agreement was of dubious validity due to 
the lack of authority of its signatories and its failure to be 
ratified by the U.S. Senate(6). Together with the failure of W.H. 
Webb's steamship line which had opened in 1869 to carry New Zealand 
mail, the unsuccessful Meade agreement threatened the C.P.L.C.C.
The eventual collapse of the C.P.L.C.C. assisted the credibility of 
another American venturer Albert Steinberger, a special agent of the 
U.S. State Department who endeavoured to establish a Samoan 
Government with American naval support between 1873 and 1876(7). He 
was revered by the Samoans, commanding unprecedented respect and 
providing a brief prospect of American annexation, but lost white 
support due to doubts about his connections with the U.S. Government
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and a growing American attitude on non-interference and 
self-determination(8). Steinberger was deported in 1876(9) but U.S. 
consuls later hoisted the American flag in Samoa in 1877 and 1878 
although unauthorised to do so. A delegation by Chief La Mamea to 
America in 1877 to plead for annexation(10) led to the eventual 
ratification of the American-Samoa treaty in 1878 securing American 
use of the port of Pago and represented the culmination of the 
efforts of Meade and Steinberger to bring Samoa under American 
control.
The deportation of Steinberger and the dethronement of Malietoa 
Laupepa, the Samoan king who had supported him led to civil war and 
insecurity of life and property and prompted the signing of a 
German-Samoa treaty in 1879 with Malietoa's successor(11). This 
retaliation against the American treaty secured German rights to the 
use of Saluafata harbour.
In 1875, Britain had set up the Western Pacific High Commission 
which was seen as an alternative to annexation of further colonies 
in accordance with its policy of minimum intervention(12) and 
withdrew British subjects from the claims of competing treaties.
The High Commissioner and Governor of Fiji, Sir Arthur Gordon, 
visited Samoa in 1879 and proceeded to negotiate with the Malietoa 
party a British-Samoa treaty for the peaceful pursuit of trade, the 
settlement of land disputes and the right of Britain to establish a 
naval station and coaling depot(13).
During the late 1870's then, all three competing powers had 
negotiated treaties granting themselves similar privileges with the 
prevailing native regime of the time. Moreover, in an attempt to 
overcome the local instability, Gordon negotiated the Municipal 
Convention in 1879 whereby the three consuls gained unprecedented 
power and the foreign settlement at Apia became a self-governing 
enclave and neutral territory(14). It represented a considerable 
advance on earlier attempts to create European protection societies 
and was symptomatic of the continued native unrest and foreign 
determination for control(15).
- 26-
The municipality was fundamentally a consular oligarchy, 
co-operating in matters of common concern(16) and set up a Municipal 
Board which had responsibilities for raising revenue, policing the 
town, construction of public works, supervising sanitation and other 
useful and necessary works(17). The Board had power to appoint a 
magistrate to hear offences against its regulations and enforced 
order upon the town wher.e most of the foreigners lived and their 
property investments were concentrated.
Harry Moors recalls that due to revenue constraints "little in the 
way of public improvements could be attempted"(18) during the years 
of the Municipal Council. However, a pedestrian bridge was 
constructed over the Mulivai and Vaisigano Rivers(19)(20) and the 
whole of Beach Road was reformed from Savalalo to the Vaisigano 
River(21). The Municipal Board assembled in the old Rarotongan 
church which also served as the court and customs affairs were 
conducted in a small frame cottage(22), the location of which are 
uncertain. The German Government operated a hospital in Apia from 
about 1880 to 1891 in a building originally built for the British 
Consul, John C. Williams, in about 1865. The building had also been 
used as the Apia Hotel and was replaced by the present Lands and 
Survey Department in 1910(23).
More importantly, the Municipal Board adopted a series of 
Regulations, some of which, relating to the erection of buildings, 
are reproduced in Appendix 1. They required the preparation of 
plans of proposed buildings and their submission to the Board for 
approval, controlled the location of buildings to facilitate road 
widening, fixed building and verandah lines in relation to roads and 
adjoining buildings, determined the location and height of picket 
fences and prohibited the erection of buildings on the sea side of 
the main road(24).
A municipal roll was published in 1880(25-Appendix 2) which listed 
the foreign residents in Apia, who numbered about 120, comprising 31 
Americans, 27 Germans, 43 British subjects, 5 Spanish or Portuguese, 
2 French and 12 Chinese. Despite the improvements made in the 
Municipality, Apia's streetscape was described in 1888 in the 
following terms:(26)
9 MUNICIPALITY OF APIA, 1880's (Mitchell Lib.)
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"From the German store in the west end to a little beyond the 
German consulate eastward, the main street is barely wide 
enough for an ordinary footpath, and only about fifty yards of 
any part of the street is in a straight line, every store and 
public house having, to all appearance, a street of their own, 
the next winding belonging to their neighbours and so on."
By the late 1880's the position of each of the powers was clear. 
While Britain's interest was established through its missionaries 
and the strategic desires of Australia and New Zealand to prevent 
German annexation, it continually sought minimum intervention.
Despite the growing influence of American traders in Apia, its 
interests were fundamentally strategic and restricted to securing 
Pago harbour. German interests predominated. They derived from the 
commercial value of its plantations, the role of Apia as the centre 
of its Pacific trad'e, growing German patriotism and changing 
attitudes to colonialism.
By 1887, conditions had deteriorated. The Washington Conference was 
convened following unfruitful international commission reports but 
no agreement was reached. America adhered to Samoan autonomy, 
Britain remained conciliatory having regard for Anglo-German 
relations outside the Pacific but placating its Australasian 
colonies and Germany favoured annexation by the single power with 
the predominant interest - itself(27, 28).
The turbulence of the late 1880's fostered an attempt by Hawaii to 
form a confederation with Samoa(29), proclamation of a protectorate 
by the U.S. consul which earnt his dismissal(30), the revocation of 
the Municipal Convention, German declaration of war against the 
Malietoa Laupepa Government and his deportation, the appointment of 
Eugene Brandeis as Premier to assist the Tamasese Government at the 
instruction of the DH&PG and German Consul, the seizing of sovereign 
rights by the German Consul General(31), the imposition of 
inequitable taxation law by Brandeis-Tamasese, the outbreak of civil 
war between Tamasese and Mataafa with unprecedented European backing,
10 BRANDEIS' HOUSE, MULINUU,Built 1887 (W .Samoa A rch ives , Wellington)
11 GOVERNMENT HOUSE OF TAMASESE, MULINUU, 1 8 8 0 's  (M itchell Lib)
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the imposition of martial law for white residents, and the assembly 
of opposing naval forces in Apia harbour.
During this period, the Brandeis-Tamasese government controlled the 
administration of the town from Mulinuu and it became a defacto 
German possession(32). The government house was located in Mulinuu 
in a building which had been removed from Apia(33) on the site of 
the present court house where it had been built in 1886(34) and 
which served as the court of the Chief Justice after 1891. A house 
was also built for Brandeis at Mulinuu in 1887(34) which was 
occupied by the Chief Justice in the 1890's(36) and presently 
survives as the Samoan museum.
The sobering hurricane of March 1899 and the destruction of six 
men-of-war anchored in Apia harbour caused great loss of life and 
prestige to the powers, eliminated the naval tension and exposed the 
failure of the international forces in Samoa. A reminder of the 
tension and loss of life which occurred in the late 1880's is 
provided by the German monument at Mulinuu honouring the fourteen 
German sailors killed by Mataafa warriors at Vailele in 1888 and the 
devestating hurricane of 1889. The Washington Conference was 
resumed in Berlin in 1899.
Despite the generally slow population growth, international economic 
decline and modest public works program of the 1880's, the outlook 
remained optimistic and was symbolised by the laying of the 
foundation stone of the massive Apia Roman Catholic cathedral in 
1884(37) using stone transported by rail from Mt. Vaea. The 
imposing two storey building at Savalalo convent was erected in 1881 
and the British consulate relocated from Apia to Matautu in 1886 
where consul Wilfred Powell had erected a fine single storey 
residence in the classic Colonial-Pacific style.
29
Matafele, the commercially dominant section of the town, was 
devastated by fire in January 1889 which initiated unprecedented 
building activity. The German consulate, gaol, court house, native 
church, Central Hotel, the business premises of Rosenberg and 
Grevsmuhl, the residence of Dr. Knappe and Mr. Nelson's cottage were 
all consumed by flames(38). In addition to the rebuilding of those 
damaged by the fire, other buildings erected during the aftermath 
building boom were W. Swann's pharmacy(39), John Davis' photo 
gallery and post office(40), E.W. Gurr's store and bakehouse in 
Matafele(42), Grevsmuhl's hotel Zur Stadt Hamburg next to the German 
consulate(42), T. Trood's business on the site of the old court 
house(43), DH&PG's new store in Matafele opposite the German 
consulate(44), P. Fabricius' additions to his Apia hotel(45), and 
the U.S. consulate at Vaiala built by McArthur & Co. and Peter 
Paul(46). The new American consulate was considered remarkable at 
the time because the eaves of the main building were extended out 
over its 12 foot verandahs(47). Its fixed ventilation louvres under 
the verandah and its heavily braced timber piles were also 
considered unusual.
Many of the new buildings were of two storey construction and 
described as comfortable, substantial, and handsome with tastefully 
turned pillars, Venetian shutters and spacious verandahs of Kauri 
pine. Corrugated iron had completely replaced shingles and thatch as 
a roofing material and the buildings were sited in accordance with 
the Municipal Regulations allowing for road realignment(48) along 
the waterfront. The character of the town and its politics were 
again undergoing quite a transformation.
12 AMERICAN C O NSULATE,  VAIALA, Built 1 8 9 0  (Mitchel l Lib.)
13 BRITISH CONSULATE,  MATAUTU,  Built 1 8 8 6  (Mitchel l Lib.)
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Condominium
The Berlin Conference created an elaborate condominium with 
tripartite control shared among Germany, America and Great Britain 
which administered Samoa for the next decade with comparative 
tranquility. The objectives of the Berlin Act (June 1889) were to 
make the government less dependent on consular representation, 
strengthen the judiciary, reorganise public finance, re-establish 
the Municipal Council, maintain peace among the Samoans, and provide 
reliable European advisors to the Samoan Government(1).
The two reforms of the Berlin Act which were of greatest 
significance were the settlement of the European land claims and the 
devaluation of the South American currencies(2). The latter reform 
broke the D.H.& P.G. monopoly on foreign exchange transactions and 
allowed the introduction of a British bank. The reform of most 
tangible benefit to Samoa derived from the Land Commission, which 
concluded its deliberations in 1894, settled the land disputes and 
established a system of title registration which remains in use.
It must also be admitted that the decade of the condominium led to 
the engagement of many distinguished and competent Europeans in the 
politics and administration of Samoa. These people included three 
Chief Justices (Cedercrantz 1890, Ide 1893 and Chambers 1897 ), five 
Presidents of the Apia Municipal Council (Pilsach 1891, Schmidt 
1893, Blacklock 1897, Raffel 1897 and Solf 1899 ) and seven Land 
Commissioners including the popular native advocate Edwin Gurr from 
1892( 3). Another European, Robert Louis Stevenson also contributed 
to Samoan politics during this period. He did so in an individual, 
passionate and expressive way during his five year residence there 
prior to his death in 1894 and remains Samoa's most renowned 
European expatriot.
However, the Berlin Conference created an elaborate machinery 
requiring co-operation between the three consuls and their 
governments, the two international officials (the President and
Chief Justice), the Municipal Council and the Samoan Chiefs. The 
development of conflict was inevitable. Moreover, the powerlessness 
of the Samoan monarchy, the rivalry of the white nationalities and 
lack of a unified executive were uncorrected and as strong as 
ever(5). The Condominium imposed an expensive government which 
needed continual foreign financial assistance. f
Internal events, initiated by the death of King Malietoa Laupepa in 
1898, disputes about the election of his successor, renewed civil 
war and consular and naval conflict completed the demise of the 
condominium(6) and saw the establishment of an international 
commission. The Commission disarmed the rival forces and reached an 
agreement which was embodied in the Samoa Convention (1899) and 
included the abolition of the kingship and government by one 
power(7 ) .
Although Britain continued to support tripartite rule, having regard 
to Australasia, the Commission declared that "the only natural and 
normal form of government for these islands, and the only system 
which can assure prosperity and tranquility, is a government by one 
power"(8). America's claim to Pago harbour was well entrenched and 
acknowledged by the three powers and Germany's bargaining position 
vis-a-vis Britain was strengthened by the Boer War in 1899 and the 
threat of an anti-British coalition in Europe(9). The reluctance of 
Australasia to embarrass the imperial government and their placation 
by promises of control of the Solomon Islands and Tonga(lO) and 
concessions by Germany to British colonial ambitions in Africa 
culminated in the partitioning of Samoa between Germany and the 
United States. The German flag was hoisted at Mulinuu on 1 March 
1900.
Harry Moors recalls that in 1890, the Municipality of Apia was 
mostly without roads, bridges, places of meeting, gaol or other 
necessities(11). Moreover, during the 1890's, the condominium was 
unsuccessful in encouraging European settlement, the foreign 
population of Apia having only reached 260 by 1895. "... in 1895,
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Apia had no regular wharf, no public school, no fire control 
equipment, no proper footpath; but there were five different courts 
there in which a case of common assault might be heard”(12).
In 1989, Apia was described by Sir Robert Stout in the following 
terms: "The main street - I may say THE street - winds round the 
semi circular bay and varies in width from ten to forty feet, about 
twenty is the average width. On the sea side of the street there 
are several small jetties, and in some parts houses. In other parts 
there are no buildings on the harbour side. The houses in the 
street are almost all European and built of wood, chiefly with iron 
roofs. There are a few iron stores. There are broad verandahs to 
some. Doors and windows of some are open, and others have lattice 
doors and windows"(13).
Nevertheless, some progress in terms of building activity was 
evident during the 1890's.
In 1890 a public hall committee was formed, under the chairmanship 
of Harry Moors and his successor, R.L. Stevenson. A lease of land 
was secured on the Tivoli Road (Falealili Street) about 150 yards 
from Beach Road and construction undertaken by Mr. Bahn, financed by 
public subscription 14). The building had no internal cladding but 
was the focus of Apia's social occasions, meeting place for the 
Consular Board, accommodated an English school(15) and was used for 
church services during construction of the Matafele church. It 
eventually became very dilapidated and was demolished in the 
1960's(16) .
Soon after its inception, the Municipal Council funded the 
construction of a government building at Mulinuu in 1891 to 
accommodate both the President's residence and government 
offices(17). This building was adjacent to the German monument and 
designed and supervised by Mr. J.S. Walker, the Government 
Architect. The Chief Justice then occupied the nearby house built 
for Brandeis in 1887, but moved to Motootua in 1894 where Mr. A.A. 
Willis built a two storied house for his use on the hill at the rear 
of Mr. Weber's old Motootua house(18). This building has since been
15 PRESIDENT'S HOUSE, MULINUU, Built 1891 (W.Samoa Hist.&Cultural Trust)
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relocated to Suisenga where it is occupied by the Robert Louis 
Stevenson School and was replaced by the present Chief Justice 
residence at Motootua.
In 1892 the Municipal Council purchased land at Apia from Messrs. 
McArthur & Co for the construction of public buildings(19) . Ifi Ifi 
Street was later constructed through the land but prior to that one 
of the existing single storey buildings was used as the court house 
when it moved from Mulinuu in 1893(20). However, the provision of 
public buildings was such that the Land Commission used a building 
on the waterfront owned by Mr. P. Fabricius, later used as the Club 
Hotel, while the native advocate was accommodated on the first floor 
of Mr. Hellesoe's building(21). In 1893, the customs office moved 
across the road from the premises of Mr. T. Meredith to its present 
location on the waterfront(22).
Concurrent with the political activity of the condominium 
administration was a significant resurgence and consolidation of 
religious organisations in Apia, particularly as reflected in 
building activity.
In 1888, the Marist Brothers resumed the day school for boys at 
Mulivai and in 1890 the Sisters of the Society of Mary took over the 
administration of the Savalalo convent for native girls. Also in 
1890 building work on the cathedral was recommenced with the roof 
timber being put in place(23). The imposing two storey priest's 
residence on the site of the old cathedral at Mulivai was erected in 
1894(24) and seems to have been the only sawn stone building erected 
in Apia.
The LMS church was also embarking on an ambitious period of building 
activity in Apia during the 1890's. The skills of Mr. J.S. Walker, 
the Government Architect, were engaged for the design and 
construction of the native church in Matafele (1891-92) replacing 
the earlier building destroyed in the 1889 fire(25), the Apia Native 
Church (1892-1898) opposite the Tivoli Hotel(26), the rebuilding of 
the Apia Foreign Church(27) and the erection of Papauta College for 
Samoan young ladies (1892)(28) on the land on the Vailima Road

(Burns Philp Archives,Sydney)
19 L.M.S. GIRLS SCHOOL, PAPAUTA, Built 1892 (Mitchell Lib.)
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subdivided from the Weber estate. The three churches erected in 
Beach Road adopted the English ecclesiastical style with steep iron 
roofs, lancet windows and stained glass. The steeples of the 
English and Matafele churches were about 60 feet high and roofed 
with decorative shingles. Both native churches were of plastered 
masonry scored to resemble stone and heavily buttressed. Redwood 
molding was exclusively used for internal moldings and joinery(29) 
and a concession was made to the tropical climate by the use of 
louvre and roof ventilators. By contrast, the school building at 
Papauta reflected its tropical environment by its elevated location, 
wide peripheral verandahs, ridge ventilation, numerous large door 
and window openings and swinging fanlights(30).
Adherents of the Church of Latter Day Saints arrived in Samoa in 
1888 and established a mission at Fagalii but relocated to Pesega, 
about 1.5km west of Apia in 1900(31). There they occupied the house 
of Ah Mu, one of Apia's successful Chinese businessmen(32), which 
was demolished in 1932. The American Medical Mission (Seventh Day 
Adventists) also arrived in Apia in the late 19th century and in 
1896(33) built a large two storey sanatorium in the Pacific colonial 
style with wide verandahs and numerous large door and window 
openings. Neither of these churches achieved the dominance of the 
existing denominations which had continued to provide ecclesiastical 
and educational facilities since the 1830's and 40's. Towards the 
end of the condominium rule, the Catholic Church embarked on another 
ambitious venture by purchasing large tracts of land from the 
Central Polynesian Land and Commercial Co. at Moa Moa(34) near the 
base of Mt. Vaea, 3km inland from Apia. A large house was built in 
1899 as the first stage of the Moa Moa catechist establishment(35).
The commercial building boom of 1889 was repeated in 1895 when much 
of Matafele was again destroyed by fire. Ten business premises in 
Matafele were destroyed, including those of Mr. Parker, Volkmann, 
Davis, Netzler, Trood, Conrad and Rosenberg. The new Matafele 
native church and the International Hotel, German Consulate and
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Customs House on the harbour side of the road were saved(36).
Further realignment of Beach Road from Savalalo convent to Matafele 
was undertaken(37) as the buildings were reconstructed. Of 
particular interest was the new building of Mr. Rosenberg, built in 
1895(38) west of the Matafele native church which was eventually 
bought by Burns Philp and redeveloped in 1933 although the cellar o 
the original building remains(39).
Of great importance to the growing harbour town during the 1890's 
were its seaside hotels, eleven of which existed in 1889(40) and 
were continually being renovated, added to and changing 
proprietors. The most renowned premises included the Occidental 
Hotel which was destroyed in the 1895 fire, the Central Hotel which 
was rebuilt after the 1889 fire and again in 1914(41), the 
International Hotel fronting the harbour which was added to in 
1880(42) and later moved to its present site west of the Vaisigano 
River(43), the Hotel zur Stadt Hamburg, originally built in 1878 an 
then rebuilt after the 1895 fire, the Cosmopolitan Hotel built in 
1889, the Apia Hotel converted from the British consulate in 
1878(44), the Club Hotel, erected in the late 1880's opposite the 
Apia Hotel, the Malifa Hotel built in 1894 next to Hamilton's pool, 
the Scandinavian Hotel and the prominent and most famous Tivoli 
Hotel originally built in 1889 but rebuilt by Mr. Walker for Harry 
Moors in 1892 ( 45 ) .
The quality and style of these hotel buildings varied greatly, Mr. 
Moor's Tivoli being the most magnificent with its expansive 16 foot 
wide two-tiered verandahs, prominent corner site and distinctive 
belvedere tower. Many of Apia's prominent businessmen seem to have 
been involved in the ownership and proprietorship of hotels. Such 
names include Charles Netzler and Mr. Conradt (Occidental), Mr. J.W 
Aull (Pacific Hotel), Mr. J. Acosta (Hotel zur Stadt Hamburg), Mr. 
C.O. Hammrell (Scandinavian Hotel), Thomas Schmidt (Matafele 
Saloon), Peter Fabricius (Apia and Club Hotel), Mr. H. Voigt and Mr 
E. Huch and Mr. R. Rathke (Cosmopolitan), Captain Wendt, Mr. Poliak 
(International), Mr. G.W. Partsch (Motootua Gardens & International 
Hotel), Mr. J. Davis and Mr. & Mrs. Stehlin, Harry Dines (Malifa 
Hotel), Mr. F. Niedringhaus (Eagle Hotel/Deutsche Bier Hall),
20 TIVOLI HOTEL, APIA, Built 1892 (Mitchell Lib.)
21 CLUB HOTEL, APIA, Built 1880's (Mitchell Lib.)
Bob Easthope (Club, Tivoli, International, Malifa) and Harry Moors, 
Mr. G.W. Partsch (Tivoli Hotel).
Following the subdivision of Weber's Motootua estate in 1890, more 
elevated inland sites with larger allotments had become popular as a 
residential location. Vailima, the home of Robert Louis Stevenson, 
his neighbour to the north, Mr. R.C. Carruthers, Mr. Heidlins' 
residence in Motootua Road, and Messrs. Schleuter and Netzler's 
residences in Vaea Road (Falealili Street) were all erected in the 
early 1890's. David Parker and Peter Febricius also built several 
houses in that part of the town. By 1900 the Main Road along the 
harbour was fronted by several imposing buildings including the four 
churches, modern hotels and a mixture of commercial and residential 
buildings of one and two storey construction. Other than the 
churches, buildings were constructed of timber and iron but 
architecturally of greater sophistication with craftsmanship of high 
quality. Most buildings were prefabricated, being imported from 
Australia, New Zealand or California but the contribution of local 
architects (notably Walker & Willis) had become significant.
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German Samoa
"There are few chapters in the history of the world at once so 
important, so small in compass, so complete in themselves and 
so rich in political lessons. A whole oversea empire was won 
and lost by Germany in a single generation"(1).
Although the partitioning of Samba in 1900 between Germany and 
America did not provide Germany with its first colonial territory, 
the unsuccessful Samoa Subsidy Bill, introduced by Chancellor 
Bismarck in 1879 to underwrite Goddefroy interests, was a prelude to 
German colonial policy and has been identified(2) as the first 
practical expression of it. The precursors to the reversal of 
Germany's anti-colonial policy appeared in the last two decades of 
the 19th century and included vigorous domestic population and 
economic growth which were complemented by a new spirit of 
patriotism, naval expansion and international rivalry following the 
ascension of Kaiser William 11(3).
The incumbent consul and municipal president, Dr. Wilhelm Solf, was 
elevated to the Governorship on 1 March 1900 and raised the German 
flag at Mulinuu where the stone flagpole cairn remains. He 
continued as Governor until 1910 when he was succeeded by his Chief 
Justice, Dr. Erich Schultz. Although some non-German Europeans left 
the colony, Solf managed to reconcile most disaffected expatriates 
and provide stable and prosperous government which fostered 
economic, community and religious development. Allegations of 
militarism in the German colonies were demonstrably absent in 
Samoa. No fortifications were erected and the police force 
consisted of about 30 sons of native chiefs called the fita fita 
guard which served mainly decorative purposes(4).
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Solf's benevolent attitude to colonisation was expressed in the 
following terms:
"An active colonial policy, does not mean only the 
exploitation of such countries according to the measure of the 
home country's needs, but also co-operation in a great task 
which cultured humanity is obliged to fulfil towards the 
tribes of these territories - the task of training them 
morally and intellectually, and of creating the conditions for 
their economic development as well as being helpful in 
obtaining a higher degree of human development"(5).
One of the first official occasions after colonisation was the 
unveiling of a memorial stone by Dr. Solf, subscribed by English and 
American ships of war to those sailors killed at Fagalii in 1899 
during the last civil war and international confrontation. The 
memorial was erected near the President's house in Mulinuu and 
represented reconciliation and friendship between the powers(6).
The memorial survives but is badly neglected and its physical fabric 
is in poor condition.
The Imperial Governor was advised by a native high chief and a 
native council and immediately confirmed the constraint on the 
additional purchase of communal native land by Europeans outside the 
former Apia Municipal District(7). Increased agricultural 
production and significant improvements to the road network, focused 
on Apia as the distribution centre, confirmed the pattern of 
European settlement established during the 19th century.
German Samoa was subsidised, to a minor extent, by the Imperial 
Government from 1900 to 1907 after which a surplus was yielded and 
returned to the central administration(8). It was customs receipts 
from the export of copra and cacao which so quickly allowed the 
colony to become self-supporting. Cacao production was the most
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striking agricultural development of the German era(9) but "the 
fundamental outlines of the European economy in Western Samoa had 
been drawn before 1900 and were merely confirmed, not created, by 
German annexation"(10).
In 1900, the Union Steamship Co. of New Zealand abandoned its 
trans-Pacific service via Apia and Hawaii and the American-owned 
Oceanic Steamship Co. transferred port to Pago(11). Moreover, the 
traditional trade routes to Valparaiso and Hamburg declined and the 
growing population of Australia and New Zealand provided the major 
produce and markets for the Pacific(12). Shipping became firmly in 
the hands of British-Australasian lines which had a significant 
impact on trade share. By 1914, 50% of the Colony's exports were to 
Germany, 40% to Australia and 5% to the United States, while 
Australasia supplied 60% of its imports compared to 15% from 
Germany(13).
Despite German rule, the twentieth century saw the decline of the 
DH&PG monopoly as it and the small planters and traders who survived 
the rigours of the 1890's were joined after 1902 by larger firms 
based in Berlin and Birmingham although it also saw the departure of 
some American traders who focused on Pago. The new German firms 
were the Deutsche Samoa Gesellschaft (D.S.G.) 1902, the 
Safata-Samoa-Gesellschaft 1903, and The Samoa-Kautschuk-Compagnie 
1905, and the British were represented by Samoa Estates Ltd and 
Upolu Cacao Co. Ltd. The Samoa Estates Co. Ltd. built an ice 
factory at Tuumanono in 1902. The new German firms were hampered by 
the nature of Samoan labour and the monopoly privilege of DH&PG to 
import Melanesian labour. The two new German firms other than 
D.S.G. had elected to concentrate on rubber production, whose 
plantations did not reach maturity until after the German era(14).
The conspicuous presence of D.S.G. was felt not only by the erection 
of its imposing 3 storey headquarters in Matafele in 1902 (now 
occupied by Air New Zealand) but by opposition to Governor Solf's 
policy, methods and philosophy. The founder of D.S.G., Richard 
Deeken lured German planters to Samoa by exaggerated claims about 
the prospects of cacao cultivation(15). In 1903, he was successful 
in importing coolie labour and made unsuccessful attempts in 1904 to
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have Solf replaced by a military regime(16).
By 1914 there were 2,200 Chinese in German Samoa(17), although the 
European population never exceeded 600(18) and in 1905 the entire 
white population on Upolu was only 340, being 56% German, 26%
English and 11% Arnerican(19). It has been recognized that had Solf 
and Schultz been less sensitive to the cultural aspirations of the 
Polynesians, the present ethnic composition and sociopolitical 
structure of Western Samoa would be markedly different(20). Their 
concern about the promotion of free migration and settlement of 
Chinese led to the establishment of a Chinese consul in Apia in 1910 
and an agreement was reached in 1913 to allow recruitment to resume 
by negotiating improved wages, rations and land leasing 
arrangements(21). The contribution of the Chinese indentured 
labourers and pre-colonial settlers to Western Samoa has been well 
documented(22) but vestiges of architectural heritage are scarce. 
Businesses run by old Chinese settlers, including Ah Sue, Ah Mu and 
Ah Soon suffered destruction by fire although more recent 
equivalents survive in Taufusi Rd. in Saleufi. The Chinese cemetery 
at Talimatau and Leung Wai's laundry, the first reinforced concrete 
building in Samoa, built in 1920 seem to be the extent of Apia's 
Chinese architectural heritage.
Some of the earlier settlers and traders continued to prosper under 
German rule which resulted in the continuation of commercial 
development in Matafele. Harry Moors built an imposing new 
commercial/residential building east of the Vaisigano River in 
1906(23) on the corner of the subsequently constructed eastcoast 
road which was built by Mr. A. Kenison and sold to Burns Philp in 
1913. A. Nelson & Son built a new two-storey wooden building in 
1909 on its old site west of the central hotel(24). In 1910, Mr. 
Fabricius & Moors both undertook major additions to their existing 
businesses and in 1912 DH&PG built an additional building in Sogi 
and in 1914 Mr. Huch built a new store opposite the central hotel. 
The susceptibility of the densely built commercial centre of the 
town to destruction by fire was again experienced in 1914 when the
24 MATAUTU c.1913 (Burns Philp Archives, Sydney)
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central hotel and adjacent buildings were burned. Its replacement 
building was reported to have aroused considerable interest, being 
unusual for the tropics having a steep main gable and smaller 
perpendicular roof gables and dormer windows(25). Its design was 
attributed to Herr Stuenzner although adapted by Mr. F.E. Syddal and 
built by Amando Stowers.
The colonial administration embarked on an ambitious program of 
public works and community improvements throughout its period of 
control. In 1902, the architecturally distinctive European hospital 
at Motootua was completed due to the generosity of Gustav Kunst, a 
subsequent owner of "Vailima". A two storey native hospital 
building was added in 1904, soon followed by a Chinese ward and then 
nurses quarters in 1913. Part of the hospital was erected on land 
bought from Dr. Schwesenger, the Health Officer for Samoa whose 
adjacent residence built in 1903 survives as the residence of the 
hospital superintendent, although substantially altered. The 
original European and native hospitals also exist but their building 
fabric is severely deteriorated.
The handsome Apia Court house was built in 1903 by government 
builders on vacant land adjacent to the old government house in 
Apia. It was added to in 1907 to the design of Albert Schaafhausen, 
the Government Architect, when the old government offices in 
Matafele were dismantled and relocated. The removal of these 
government buildings as well as adjacent copra stores, the earlier 
removal of Mr. Fabricius' "club hotel" and Mr. Dean's sheds in 1902 
and the subsequent relocation of the famed International Hotel to 
its present site by the Vaisigano River in about 1915, largely 
accomplished the Government's major town planning initiative, 
embodied in regulations since the 1880's, to remove the buildings 
from the sea side of the Main Road.
27
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An early development by the German Government of international 
significance was the establishment of the observatory in 1902(26) on 
the Mulinuu peninsula for observations of terrestrial magnetism, 
seismology and meteorology for which Samoa was suitably located.
The oldest surviving buildings are of stone and concrete 
construction including the "Gauss House" built in 1912 and the 
seismograph house and office and laboratory buildings?built in 1914, 
all of which continue to perform valuable observatory functions on a 
global level.
The colonial government's building and public works achievements 
also included inauguration of Samoa's first light and ventilation 
plant in 1903, the erection of a new gaol at Vaimea in 1903, the 
construction of new bridges over the Mulivai and Vaisigano Rivers in
1903 and 1907 respectively, the construction of the market hall in
1904 with assistance from Gustav Kunst, the erection of two new 
government school buildings for Europeans at Ifi Ifi and a building 
for native children at Malifa in 1905 and 1907 respectively, the 
commencement of telephone construction in 1905 and its inauguration 
in 1906, the construction of the Tivoli Wharf and building at 
Mulinuu for Native Administration in 1909, the construction of a 
music pavilion with community financial support opposite the 
Matafele native church in 1909, the erection of the government 
building in 1910, now used as the Lands Department, the 
investigation of sources of a permanent water supply for Apia in 
1912 and the completion of improvements to the customs sheds and the 
installation of a powerful Telefunken wireless system for 
international communication in 1913.
Despite some reputed conflict, particularly between the German 
administration and the Catholic Church, the well established 
religious organisations and schools continued to prosper under 
colonial rule. A Wesleyan church was built in Matafele in 1900(27 ) 
the benediction of the Catholic cathedral took place in 1905(28),
/
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the Marist boys school at Mulivai and the Bishop's residence at Moa 
Moa were constructed in 1909 and the LMS hall in Apia was opened in 
1910(29). The Bishop's residence at Moa Moa was one of the first 
attempts at concrete construction in Samoa(30).
Although German colonisation was not seen as a success in promoting 
large-scale migration and settlement from the homeland, the European 
population doubled during the period to reach about 600.
Considerable activity was therefore seen in building for domestic 
purposes. Substantial areas of land were subdivided in the adjacent 
suburbs of Motootua and Malifa and imposing free-standing residences 
erected in the typical Pacific-colonial style. Concurrently, 
development of a more modest nature was proceeding in Saleufi. Most 
notable among those erected in the early 20th century were the homes 
of Dr. Julius Schwesenger, Robert Easthope and Elizabeth Syddal in 
Ifi Ifi Street, north of the hospital, David Parker on the 
south-west corner of Motootua Road and Falealili Street and three 
houses by Peter Fabricius in Falealili Street, Malifa and Apia.
"Vailima", the residence of Robert Louis Stevenson, was sold to 
Gustav Kunst in 1899 who constructed an extra wing and substantially 
transformed the rest of the building employing the services of Peter 
Paul as builder. He did not occupy the building but rented it to 
the German Government as the Governor's residence after 1905 prior 
to its eventual acquisition by the Government. It appears that soon 
after colonisation, Governor Solf occupied the residence at Motootua 
built for the Chief Justice in 1894, vacating the house at Mulinuu 
known as the President's House. Dr. Schultz lived at Mulinuu until 
he became Governor in 1910 when he moved to Vailima. The old 
Government House at Motootua was moved in 1907 to Suisenga, becoming 
the residence of the Wetzell family and more recently of the Bethams 
prior to its current use as the Robert Louis Stevenson School.
35 'VAILIMA' AS ALTERED BY HERR KUNST c.1905 (Mitchell Lib.)
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Of great significance to the architectural heritage of the German 
era was the contribution of Albert Schaafhausen who became the 
Government Architect. His designs included the additions to the 
Government Offices, the Office of Native Administration at Mulinuu, 
the Vaisigano Bridge and the music pavilion at Matafele. Fritz 
Stuenzner, a frequent building contractor to the Government, was
fresponsible for the Office of Native Administration, the Tivoli 
Wharf, Malifa School and the Lands Department building. Peter Paul 
continued ambitious building projects during the German era, 
including additions to Vailima, the LMS church hall in Apia and the 
Vaimea gaol. The Stowers family performed a parallel role in 
construction for the Catholic church to Paul's role for the LMS 
church. In addition to the Marist school at Mulivai and 
ecclesiastical buildings at Moa Moa, Amando and James Stowers built 
the new central hotel and the Mataafa monument at Mulinuu in 1911. 
Fred Syddal, an English architect had a greater impact during the 
1920 * s but made some contribution during the later German years such 
as with Mr. Huch's store opposite the central hotel.
Despite the decline of shipping from America in the early 20th 
century, Californian redwood and pine replaced New Zealand Kauri 
pine as the predominant building material in Samoa due to Kauri's 
vulnerability to white ant attack(31). Otherwise, building 
materials and construction methods remained unchanged from the late
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War Occupation
?
"It is remarkable how the prevailing winds make New Zealand 
and the islands mutually accessible. They proclaim New 
Zealand as the natural headquarters of Polynesia".
Sir Julius Vogel(l)
In 1914 a New Zealand expeditionary force occupied German Samoa 
without resistance. It was the first German territory to be seized 
by the Allies(2). Although German Samoa was of little strategic or 
economic significance to the war, New Zealand was given the 
opportunity to fulfil its nineteenth century colonial ambitions. 
Leading German officials were interred in New Zealand and many 
German citizens were repatriated.
Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Logan was the military administrator 
commanding a garrison of about 300 men and installing New Zealander 
in a majority of official positions(3). Most existing laws and 
ordinances were confirmed(4). In particular, an ordinance was 
proclaimed extending building restrictions in relation to the 
erection of new buildings on the beach(5).
The military administration occupied "Vailima" while the customs 
building accommodated the military headquarters(6). Military camps 
were established at Matafele, Sogi and Vailima and a camp hospital 
occupied land at Malifa(7). New military barracks were built in 
1915(8) which have since become the Apia police station in Ifi Ifi 
Street. Initial public expenditure was focused on weather-proofing 
and repairing damage caused by the ravages of white ants(9). The 
Lands Office in Apia was leased from the German Government and
38 NEW ZEALAND GARRISON, Built 1 9 1 5 ,(Note: Exposed Frame C onstruc t ion)
(A lexand er Turnbull Lib.)
39 BATTERY CAMP, MATAFELE.c. 1 9 1 4 (M itchell Lib.)
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occupied by the Public Works Department(10). First floor additions 
were constructed to a portion of the Court House in 1918(11), 
substantial additions were made to the hospital and a new residence 
was erected at the pilot station, although the old one was not 
demolished until 1925(12).
?
The policy change of greatest impact during the period of military 
occupation was an attempt to eliminate foreign labour which was 
initiated by pressure from Britain(13). After 1915, Chinese and 
Melanesian workforces were repatriated without replacement with the 
outcome of a reduction in numbers of 60% and 80% respectively(14) .
By the end of the war only 876(15) Chinese remained. The effect on 
the labour supply was disastrous for the future of plantation 
agriculture in the Samoan economy.
As an interim concession in the interest of the domestic economy, 
the German firms were permitted to trade but the direction of trade 
was diverted from Hamburg to Sydney, New Zealand and the United 
Kingdom. The war created a scarcity of merchant shipping and the 
German firms eventually faced liquidation as stores closed(16).
DH&PG and Krauss & Preuss were forced into liquidation in 1916(17). 
Catastrophic declines in commodity prices, particularly for copra, 
the uncertain plantation labour supply problem and infestation by 
the coconut beetle(18) led to serious disruption to trade and 
deepening economic depression. Grevsmuehl & Co. followed the other 
German firms into liquidation in 1917(19).
Although the war coincided with a period of trade disruption, it 
created a change in the nature of European economic strength which 
began to concentrate on trade rather than agriculture (20) . Burns 
Philp bought Mr. Brown's store in Matafele (previously Rosenberg's 
then Zuckschwerdt & Voigt) in 1916(21) and moved from Matautu, Mr. 
ioors doubled the size of his Tauesi store in 1918(22) and O.F.
Nelson & Son Ltd. began to capture most of the copra trade(23).
Norris Hedstrom of Fiji also became established as a leading trading
- 5 3 -
firm in Apia and the Bank of New Zealand and the Union Steamship Co. 
of New Zealand opened branches in Apia in 1914 and 1915 
respectively(24).
The most enterprising building activity during the military 
occupation was Mr. Moors' "Alcazar Amusement Centre" built on the 
site of the old Tivoli Hotel which had been destroyed by fire in 
1917(25). It was acclaimed as being practically fire proof, being 
constructed of asbestos sheets with lower floors of concrete. 
"Perhaps nothing among the South Sea Islands anywhere would excel it 
in its artistic appearance. An elaborate bandstand has been 
constructed at some distance from the main building and will serve 
as an imposing entrance and office"(25).
The exposure of Apia's building fabric to a harsh natural 
environment was unexpectedly worsened in 1917 when a severe 
earthquake was felt over the whole of Samoa. The residence of the 
L.M.S. clergy and the customs building were particularly badly 
damaged(27).
Almost coincidental with the Armistice in 1918, New Zealand official 
negligence in the form of inadequate quarantine precautions(28) 
resulted in an influenza epidemic in which 22 per cent of the 
population of Samoa died. Its appalling consequences created 
disillusionment which was incipient to the native political 
resistance which developed in the 1920's and led to the transfer of 
Samoan leadership to younger men(29). A marble cross was erected at 
Vaimea cemetery in 1923 as a memorial to the epidemic(30).
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New Zealand Samoa
Following the Treaty of Versailles, Western Samoa became a League of 
Nations mandated territory in January 1920, administered in trust by 
New Zealand. The military government had continued to administer the 
islands until the mandate took effect. Under the Treaty, the German 
plantations were vested in the New Zealand Government, becoming known 
as the "reparation estates" with the revenue earned being devoted to 
Samoan expenditure(1).
In 1921 the Constitution Order was replaced, in the New Zealand 
Parliament, by the Samoa Act(2) which was subsequently amended in 
1923 to establish a system of municipal government for Apia(3). New 
Zealand authority in the territory was unchallenged internationally 
and even the U.S. Consulate closed in 1927(4).
The New Zealand Government undertook a more liberal spending 
programme financed by loans from New Zealand(5) and earnings from 
increased commodity exports which recovered following the 
réintroduction of indentured Chinese labour in 1920(6). The German 
plantation estates constituted about 16% of cultivated land(7) and 
importantly came to strengthen the land ownership position of the 
Samoans. By 1928, copra, cacao, rubber and bananas were again being 
exported and the plantation economy was largely restored with New 
Zealand as the major trading partner(8). Moreover, there was 
increased Samoan involvement in commercial agriculture, particularly 
cacao and bananas(9). After 1936, the number of Chinese in Samoa 
slowly declined, falling to about 200 after World War 11(10). The 
strong position of Olaf Nelson in the Samoan economy was reinforced 
in 1922 by the creation of O.F. Nelson & Co absorbing the substantial 
interests of H.J. Moors Ltd(ll).
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Among the major sources of dissatisfaction which developed with the 
New Zealand administration was its enthusiastic pursuit of 
prohibition. In 1920 the first civil administrator, Col. Tate, 
announced the total prohibition of "alcoholic pleasures"(12), a 
movement to some extent internationally popular at the time. This 
decision was accompanied by the introduction of military police, 
ostensibly to assist in the repatriation of Germans. Also in 1920 
the New Zealand Government bought the Central Hotel to secure its 
conversion to an establishment of tourist accommodation(13). It was 
subsequently closed in 1923 and then sold to Burns Philp in 
1928(14). The Casino was converted to a hotel providing tourist 
accommodation on behalf of the government and seems to have been the 
only such establishment existing in the town at the time although the 
British Club, as the International Hotel became known after its 
relocation in 1915(15), was reputed to have sold beer as late as 
1926 (16 ) .
The enforcement of prohibition caused great resentment among 
Samoans(17). Although New Zealand allowed greater Samoan 
participation in government than Germany, its choice of Samoan 
participation was contrary to Samoan tradition(18). Samoan 
discontent surfaced and became known as the Mau ("The Samoa League") 
Movement. Although native opposition had surfaced under the German 
administration in 1908-09 on Savaii, the instigator Lauati was exiled 
and the Movement was inconspicuous until 1926 when it adopted a 
policy of non-co-operation in its struggle for autonomy. The Mau 
initially had an office in O.F. Nelson's building but more usually 
gathered in large numbers at Vaimoso and Lepea. In 1929 an enclosed 
bandstand at Vaimoso was converted to the Mau office(19). This 
building was identical in design to the music pavillion designed by 
Albert Schaafhausen and erected at Matafele in 1909 but whether it 
was relocated or a replica of the original remains unclear.
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In 1929 the former British Club became established as the quarters of 
the New Zealand Constabulary(20), and native opposition became 
further entrenched, culminating in the tragic procession of the Mau 
which was fired upon by police when 11 Samoans, including High Chief 
Tamasese and,one police officer were killed. The Mau had widespread 
Samoan support(21) and its disobedience led to agrarian neglect and 
reduced exports in the early 1930's(22). During the 1930's, the Mau 
continued as an illegal organisation but "its momentum dissipated as 
... good faith towards the New Zealand Labour Government replaced the 
suspicion and resentment of the 1920's"(23).
The turbulent political times of the 1920's and 30's were reflected 
in both government capital works and private building construction in 
Apia. Newer houses were erected at Motootua and Vaivase for officers 
seconded to the administration from New Zealand. Although the large 
Motootua development opposite the hospital was an attempt to 
implement modern town planning principles, it was observed that "in 
designing these cottages architectural effect has been entirely 
sacrificed to health, sanitation and economy"(24). A similar trend 
was evident in 1923 when the Administrator, Major George Richardson, 
established model native villages such as Lepea, on Apia's western 
periphery, where straggling villages were torn down and geometric 
town planning layouts implemented. Also during the early 1920's many 
private residences enclosed verandahs by mosquito netting for added 
space and comfort.
However, an impressive series of public works were initiated, funded 
by agricultural advancement(25). Town water supply from the 
Vaisigano was completed in 1920(26). In 1921 the government laundry 
at Matautu was erected by Mr. A. Stowers. It was the first truly 
reinforced concrete building in Samoa and made use of a mechanical 
concrete mixer(27). Significantly, it was leased to Ng Fu in 1926 
and became an important part of the local Chinese community(28), 
although it is now used as a government printing office. Also in 
1921, concrete blocks were used to erect new buildings at the 
government hospital, including the office of the Chief Medical 
Officer(29 ) .
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In 1926, Richardson laid the foundation stone of the short-lived Apia 
Technical School on the site of the old Tivoli Hotel but it ceased to 
exist in 1927(30). The government also bought the adjacent Alcazar 
of Mr. Moors in 1925(31) which was later relocated to Matautu and is 
now used by the Ministry of Transport after many years as Annie 
Mann's Guest House(32). The more widespread use of motor vehicles in 
the 1920's required increased attention to maintenance of many of the 
roads built by the Germans which were subsequently bitumen-sealed 
during the 1930's. Additions were made to the office of native 
affairs at Mulinuu in 1925, seawall construction was continued in 
1926, electric street lighting and hydro power were completed in 
1928(33). A new export shed was erected in 1928 west of the new 
customs wharf of reinforced concrete with steel trussed roof, 
sheathed with asbestos sheets(34). New Zealand Reparation Estates 
had also erected a new two-storey copra shed at Sogi in 1927. An 
underground telephone system was also provided in 1927(35).
Many of these achievements were contributed to by Mr. Albert 
Schaafhausen who became the Chief Officer of the Public Works 
Department. He was also the architect of the new market hall which 
was erected in 1927 adjacent to the original hall which had been 
enclosed and converted to a place of amusement(36). The old market 
hall was sold in 1931, added to in 1935 by Peter Paul and converted 
to a garage and workshop for Goldstar Transport(37). Schaafhausen 
also designed some non-government buildings, including a reinforced 
concrete workshop for O.F. Nelson in 1929(38) which was notable for 
its large roof span and saw-tooth profile and sky lights, the Tafiga 
Playhouse at Tauesi in 1930, later known as the Tivoli(39), and a new 
bulk store for Morris Hedstrom in 1931(40) replacing one destroyed by 
fire. Hedstrom's new building had a steel frame with distinctive 
glazed roof ventilation louvres.
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The impact of reinforced concrete construction on architectural style 
was most conspicuous with the building of a new post office in 1931 
replacing the earlier building destroyed by fire(41). This building 
was supervised by Mr. Schaafhausen to plans prepared in New Zealand 
and its distinctive colonaded facade was emulated by J.R. Brogan, the 
Sydney architect for Burns Philp on the adjacent site in 1933(42). 
Interestingly, the new Burns Philp building retained the cellar of 
the building previously on the site erected by Mr. Rosenberg in 1895, 
but required the demolition of the Matafele native church built in 
1892. An adjoining bulk store was also built for Burns Philp at the 
same time, incorporating a distinctive series of five roof 
ventilators(43). Mr. Brogan also designed Burns Philp's large new 
copra shed built in 1938(44) to replace the earlier one destroyed by 
fire in 1937 (45 ) .
The Catholic Church also emulated the new building style with its 
large convent of St. Marys at Savalalo in 1933(46). The erection of 
this building required the relocation of the original chapel and was 
indicative of the considerable development of the church at this 
time. St. Marys school transferred to Savalalo from Saleufi in 1928, 
relocating the existing school building which had been erected in 
1920. The massive Moa Moa church and schools had been inaugurated in 
1931(47).
Other government progress during the 1930's included the introduction 
of radio broadcasting from Sogi in 1931, which was soon relocated to 
Mr. Allan's house at Malifa, opening of the new Magiagi cemetery in 
1933(48) and the erection of a new anemometer tower at the 
observatory in 1934. Two distinctive iron bridges were built on 
Apia's outskirts during the 30's, the Magiagi Bridge by Mr.
Schaafhausen, with its unusual lamps at each end in 1935(49) and the 
Gase Gase Bridge built by Peter Paul just prior to his death in 
1938(50).
44 1930's REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
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Despite the efforts of the New Zealand administration to standardise 
building construction between the Wars, some outstanding examples of 
domestic tropical colonial architecture were still built, notably the 
large residence of O.F. Nelson at Papasaea in 1920, designed by Mr. 
Syddal(51), and several houses built by Mrs. Davidson adjacent to the 
old American Consulate in Vailala, three of which were transferred to 
the administration(52).
During the Second World War, little building activity occurred, a 
significant exception being the Samoan fono house at Mulinuu which 
was used for sittings of the Land and Titles Court and later the 
Parliament(53). In 1948, New Zealand entered a trusteeship agreement 
for Samoa with the United Nations Organization, the office of High 
Commissioner replacing the Administrator(54). A Council of State was 
established, consisting of the High Commissioner and High Chiefs.
The Samoa Amendment Act replaced the old Legislative Council by a 
Legislative Assembly with a Samoan majority and full legislative and 
financial powers. In 1956 a cabinet government was instituted and 
independence followed in 1962, the first Pacific Island to attain 
sovereignty.
Two significant churches were built over extended periods during the 
1940's and 50's. Samoa's only Anglican church was built in the 
grounds of Syddal's old house in Ifi Ifi Street between 1944 and 
1958(55) and was perhaps the last architectural contribution to Apia 
of Albert Schaafhausen. The Wesley church at Matafele was rebuilt 
between 1949 and 1953(56) dominated by a tall belfry tower at its 
north-west entrance in apparent competition with the townscape 
dominance of the towers of the Catholic cathedral.
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In 1957 the assets of the New Zealand Reparation Estates were bought 
by the Western Samoa Trust Estates Corporation, and the Bank of 
Western Samoa was established in 1959(57). The total European 
population by 1956 had changed only marginally from German times 
(population 662), while the native population had trebled to about 
100,000(58). The post-war period to independence seems to have been 
quiet in terms of building activity. The most imposing building 
erected was certainly the large premises of Morris Hedstrom built in 
1947(59), although the business premises of O.F. Nelson were also 
rebuilt following a fire in 1945(60). The Nelson family also rebuilt 
the Returned Servicemen's Association Hall in 1947 as a memorial to 
O.F. Nelson. Although the large Vaisigano Bridge was rebuilt in 
concrete and steel in 1952(61), public works expenditure also seems 
to have been low.
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Hobby
Independence
Ironically, the last quarter of a century of independent political 
control has seen substantial Europeanisation of Apia, both culturally 
and architecturally. An escalating birth rate, resulting in more 
than 60 per cent of the population being less than 20 years of 
age(l), chronic unemployment, fluctuating prices of export crops and 
severe balance of payments problems have contributed to a heavy 
reliance on remittances from Samoans abroad and foreign aid which 
constitutes about 80 per cent of annual development expenditure. 
Moreover, expectations created by a European education system, 
complemented by higher education placement in New Zealand, improved 
global communications, and a boom in international tourism have 
encouraged Samoans to embrace international technology and values.
Annual tourist arrivals, for instance, have increased from 2,200 in 
1962(2) to 26,000 in 1983(3), representing an annual growth rate in 
excess of 50 per cent. The recent upgrading of Faleolo Airport, 
financed by Japanese and Australian aid, to accommodate 747 jets, and 
proposals for large-scale hotel development will ensure that this 
trend is sustained. Although there was considerable ambivalence 
about the promotion of tourism during the 1960's(4) the fear of 
further entrenching the economic problems, narrow government 
majorities and fluctuating political control have discouraged 
decisive and potentially unpopular legislation, further entrenching 
existing trends and problems.
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During this period, Apia has assumed a role of even greater primacy, 
becoming the centre of all commercial activity, including tourism, 
and containing 26 per cent of the population of Upolu(5). Unlike the 
rest of Samoa, it consists of landless villages on depleted soil and 
dependent entirely on paid employment(6).
To commemorate independence, an impressive but poorly sited memorial 
was erected in 1961, designed by Mr. Harper of the Public Works 
Department, which severely obstructs the facade of the Office of 
Native Affairs at Mulinuu(7). Within the same precinct a new 
parliament was erected in 1972. Vailima became the residence of the 
Head of State in 1963 with the death of Tamasese(8) and the end of 
the system of dual Heads of State.
The relocation of the wharf and the customs facilities to the eastern 
end of the harbour in 1963(9) allowed the rationalisation of the 
waterfront in Matafele and reclamation of about 10 hectares from the 
old harbour in 1966. Adjacent to the old wharf a new vegetable 
market and bus terminus were erected in 1968 to replace the Matafele 
tennis club and banana packing sheds(lO) in an attempt to eliminate 
the streetside selling of food(ll), which continues to provide the 
focus for the economic life of the town. The reclaimed land has 
provided the sites of several public buildings around its southern 
and western peripheries such as the Fisheries Department (1979) and 
markets (1982), Pulenuu fale (1979) and Visitors Bureau (1988). The 
harbourside land use rationalisation of the 1960's and 1970's also 
encouraged the decentralisation of major industrial activity to the 
Vaitele Industrial Estate on Vaiusu Bay, west of Apia.
The new parliament house erected at Mulinuu in 1972(12) was designed 
in 1968 in the traditional fale style by Mr. Z.M. Wolak, employed 
under United Nations auspices(13) . This large scale, traditional 
fale style with shingle domed roof usually elongated in shape, open 
sides and post and beam construction has been emulated by several 
subsequent architects of contemporary buildings, including Aggie 
Grey's Hotel in 1968(14), the Pulenuu fale on the reclaimed land in
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1979(15), the Tusitala Hotel in the late 1970's, the Bahai House of 
Worship south of Apia in 1984 and the Visitors Bureau on the 
reclaimed land in 1988. The largest of these buildings, the Bahai 
House of Worship, is 31 metres high and like the other examples 
relies on fine craftsmanship and revival of traditional techniques.
Other significant construction projects embarked upon during the 
1960's and 1970's were the Savalalo Grant Theatre in 1968(16) in 
Fugalei Street, the Burns Philp Motor Division in 1976 bounded by 
Beach Road, Convent Road and Fugalei Street(17), the Nelson Memorial 
Public Library in 1977, the new telephone exchange at Lalovaea in 
1977(18), the Pacific Commercial Bank on the site of Nelson's old 
store in 1977, the New Zealand High Commission, the Fisheries 
Department behind the Nelson Library in 1979(19) and Aggie Grey's, 
the Apian Way and Tiafau Hotels at Sogi(20). Most construction 
during the 1970's was architecturally unremarkable. Although 
building scale was similar to earlier periods, it caused disruption 
to established streetscapes by using low pitched roofs, larger window 
openings, strong horizontal emphasis on facade treatment, lack of 
decoration such as fretwork, lattice, finials, ridge capping and roof 
ventilators, removal of awnings and verandahs and universal concrete 
construction.
In the early 1980's two multistorey buildings were erected on Beach 
Road which provided even greater contrast to the existing streetscape 
character. Ironically, both occupy sites of two of the most renowned 
and architecturally distinctive buildings in Apia's history - the 
Central Hotel and the Tivoli Hotel. The five storey National 
Provident Fund Building was opened in 1981, being the first 
multi-storey ferro-concrete construction and containing the first 
lift in Apia. It was designed by Norman Kirkcaldy(21). In 1982, the 
six-storey Ioane Viliamu Building of the Congregational Christian 
Church of Western Samoa was built by M.B.M. Pacific
Constructions(22) . In addition to their inappropriate scale, these 
two buildings incorporated all of the unsympathetic attributes of the 
buildings built during the 1970's. More recent construction during
47 NEW BUILDINGS IN THE TRADITIONAL FALE STYLE
48 1980's INFILL DEVELOPMENT
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the 1980's such as the Bank of Western Samoa, Post Office and Aggie 
Grey's Hotel represent a return to a more compatible scale and to 
some extent detailing, but generally do not capture the character of 
the town or the individual buildings they have replaced. Despite the 
enhanced durability of concrete construction, fire continues to take 
its toll with the destruction of the Post Office in 1987 and the loss 
of a two-storey wooden building of WSTEC in 1981 adjacent to the 
WSTEC garage(23).
Apia of the 1980's has developed, over the last 150 years, by the 
coalescence of a number of discrete Samoan villages and a scattered 
European beach community to become a small-scale western port town 
focused on its harbour and plantation economy with a distinctive 
architectural heritage reflecting its turbulent history.
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ARCHITECTURAL TRENDS
Over the last 150 years, non-indigenous architecture in Apia has 
progressed from the beachcomber's shanties and "separate shacks"(l) 
fronting the beach in 1840 to substantial and elaborately detailed 
buildings in the classic Pacific-colonial style from 1890 to 1910 and 
more recently to modern ferro-concrete structures of varying quality.
English building traditions of light frame construction were borrowed 
indirectly through the Australasian colonies and America which were 
also the major sources of materials. Some adaptations of these 
traditions were inevitable due to Apia's environmental constraints 
and have contributed to the significance of its heritage. They also 
pose problems for its conservation. Local scarcity of building 
materials, isolation from sources of supply, fluctuating economic 
prosperity, political instability, frequent destruction by fire, 
periodic exposure to hurricanes and earthquakes, premature 
deterioration due to insect attack, moulds and corrosion, severe 
adaptive modification, neglected building maintenance and a land 
title system which facilitates the relocation of buildings have all 
been influential in both the development and destruction of Apia's 
architectural heritage.
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Materials and Type of Construction
Gilson(l) describes the earliest European structures in Apia as "the 
crudest huts of cane and thatch". Native thatch of coconut and 
pandanus leaves was initially used for roofing material for reasons 
of economy and availability, local timber being largely unsuitable 
for building construction.
Watters(2) describes the early masonry churches (c. 1840) as being of 
European style with shingle roofs and early missionary cottages as 
adaptations of the Victorian English cottage style using native 
thatch and lime washed coral plastered walls. Other photographic 
records seem to indicate that masonry construction was restricted to 
ecclesiastical buildings but that shingles were widely used as 
roofing material until the 1870's. Although casuarinas are 
occasionally grown locally, it is likely that even the shingles were 
mainly imported.
The earliest detailed building description is of the construction of 
the L.M.S. "iron chapel" erected in 1849(3). It was a flat roofed 
structure built entirely of corrugated iron imported from England 
similar to prefabricated buildings being exported all over the world 
following the advent of galvanising in 1837 and its mass production 
after 1843(4). It was erected on a platform of coral and was soon 
found to be quite inappropriate to the climate. Nevertheless, 
corrugated galvanised iron became the ubiquitous roofing material, 
being easily transported, more effective than shingles for the 
collection of roof water, quickly and easily assembled, and more 
durable in the harsh climatic conditions. All the iron used was of 
course imported indirectly from England, mainly through the 
Australasian colonies which themselves did not manufacture the 
product until 1921(5). The poorer insulation qualities of the iron 
was more than compensated for by its other advantages.
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Architectural trends in Apia over the last century have been 
fundamentally determined by developments in Australia, New Zealand 
and California. The unsuitability of native timber for building 
construction and the lack of a local saw milling industry led to an 
increasing reliance on pre-cut and later pre-fabricated materials 
through Australian saw mills and timber companies as saw milling 
became mechanised (1850's) and as shipping became quicker and 
cheaper. Apart from some ecclesiastical buildings, timber was the 
universal building material. Architectural method and fashion were 
also imported from the Australasian colonies.
Other than the use of native thatch there is no evidence of 
vernacular styles such as slab or wattle and daub construction in 
Apia as was typical of early building in Australia. Moreover, 
despite early German influence there remains no physical evidence or 
photographic record of half timber construction using brick infill 
panels or external bracing which became the hallmark of German 
heritage in South Australia(6). Availability of materials and 
climatic suitability seem logical explanations.
At the time of European settlement in Samoa, the sawn timber stud 
frame was almost universal throughout the Pacific. It employed 100 x 
50 mm studs at about 450 mm spacings diagonally braced on the inner 
edge(7). The English tradition of mortice and tenon joints was 
retained, particularly to top and bottom wall plates, throughout the 
evolutionary process to lighter, more economical construction 
reflecting both the benign climate and scarcity of materials(8).
Although there were examples of vertical cladding in Apia, there was 
an overwhelming ascendancy of planed, lapped boards from 180 mm to 
250 mm width nailed horizontally to the exterior. As happened 
elsewhere, there was a tendency to reduce the width of weatherboards 
from the late 19th century to the First World War(9). The oldest 
surviving buildings in Apia such as the Museum, WSTEC head office and
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Moors ' Tauesi Store have board widths of 220 to 250 mm. However, 
some residences built in the early 20th century had similar board 
widths, maybe due to the reuse of materials which was a common 
practice. It was also universal practice to clad both sides of the 
studs unlike the exposed frame construction popular at the same time 
in Queensland. Interestingly, the only evidence of exposed frame 
construction is the Police Station, built in 1915 by the New Zealand 
occupying forces.
Bell(10) refutes earlier theories of the origins of the light timber 
construction of Australasia favouring the English south-east counties 
around 1800 partly reflecting a local timber shortage occurring there 
at the time. He also attributes English origin to the American 
balloon frame rather than the previously wide-held theory that it was 
the balloon frame which was adapted throughout the Pacific during the 
gold booms. This theory has been corroborated by Apia's most 
prominent American resident and frequent building contractor in the 
late 19th century, Harry Moors, who described the early buildings in 
Samoa as "being of English style joinery using indigenous timbers and 
imported shutters and fittings"(11). The Germans and even the 
Chinese adopted similar building practices to the English.
Throughout the Pacific Kauri pine (Agarthis palmerstonii) and red 
cedar (Cedrela toona var. australis) were the most frequent soft 
woods used in construction(12) but by the early 20th century the 
susceptibility of kauri to white ant attack led to its replacement in 
Samoa by Californian redwood and pine(13). An interesting report of 
the internal detailing of Vailima (1889) indicated that it was both 
lined and ceiled with varnished Californian redwood(14) although it 
was built over a period from 1890-92 (Appendix 3). Internal cladding 
was usually tongue and groove boards of about 100 mm width nailed 
vertically.
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In contrast to the Queensland elevated stumphouse introduced in the 
1860's and 70's and attributable to the Caribbean influence in the 
sugar industry(15), European housing in Samoa was rarely elevated 
more than 1 to 1.5 metres, possibly due to reduced temperature 
severity provided by the trade winds. Heavily braced sawn timber 
piers were common and may be indicative of German occupation, being 
similarly used in other German colonies throughout the tropics 
including New Guinea, the Bismarck Archaepelago and Africa prior to 
the First World War.
The introduction of new building materials occurred after German 
colonisation with the use of asbestos sheeting for enhanced fire 
resistance and concrete blocks and reinforced concrete for hurricane 
protection. Asbestos sheeting was first used in Apia in 1917 when 
Harry Moors built his Alcazar Amusement Centre. The first attempted 
concrete construction was the Bishop's residence at Moa Moa in 1909 
and the first reinforced concrete construction was the Government 
laundry in 1920. These innovations were the prelude to new forms of 
architectural expression for both domestic and commercial buildings. 
The colonaded facades of the central post office (1931), Burns Philp 
Store (1933) and Savalalo convent (1933) were the most notable. 
Earlier masonry structures were restricted to ecclesiastical 
functions and incorporated features of European ecclesiastical 
architecture such as lancet windows and buttresses but made 
concessions to the tropical climate by including peripheral verandahs 
and numerous door and window openings. Such early masonry was often 
scored to resemble stone but the only building which appears to be 
constructed of sawn stone is the Catholic Priests' residence at 
Mulivai built in 1894.
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Building Form
Domestic architecture in Apia during the 19th century followed the 
English prototype detached cottage identified by Bell(l) as the 
origins of the 2 room and 4 room bungalows found throughout 
Queensland. Although there are two storey exceptions such as Vailima 
and Dr.Schwesinger's house in Motootua, most cottages were single 
storey, had a symmetrical facade to the street and an external 
kitchen at the rear. Concessions were made to the tropical climate 
by the deletion of fire places and the addition of verandahs usually 
on the front and rear elevations but open on all elevations. The 
central doorway was usually roofed by a minor gable pediment 
protruding from the core hipped roof and flanked by symmetrical 
window spacings.
Reminiscent of the Samoan native fale, the dominant feature of early 
cottages was the roof, usually in the form of a steep hip but rarely 
reaching the pyramid form common in Queensland. The verandah roof 
was usually displaced from the core roof below the eaves, 
particularly as verandahs became broader. The American Consulate 
built in 1890 was considered remarkable at the time because of its 
eaves extending over its 3.6 metre wide verandahs. Verandahs were 
usually straight roofed rather than convex or concave and 
incorporated a change of pitch from the core roof. A variation of 
roof form known as the Sumatra roof was common and allowed for roof 
gable ventilation above the verandah roof. Conventional gable roofs 
were uncommon for domestic architecture and there was no evidence of 
the asymmetrical multiple gable roof forms popular in Australia 
during the Federation period.
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The construction of commercial buildings which lined Beach Road 
during the late 19th century resulting from agrarian prosperity 
assumed a different building form. Although the buildings were 
usually detached, they were often of two stories and sometimes had 
additional attic space (e.g. WSTEC and D.S.G.) with a residence on 
the top level. Gable roofs were common and verandahs were restricted 
to the street elevation. Type of construction, materials and 
detailing were otherwise identical to domestic buildings. The many 
produce stores associated with the commercial buildings also had 
gable roof forms often with ventilation ridges and sometimes using 
corrugated iron for wall cladding.
Although economy often determined the width and extent of verandahs 
they were often 3.0 to 3.5 metres broad (extending to an 
extraordinary 4.8 metres on the old Tivoli Hotel) which facilated 
their later enclosure to economically increase habitable space. 
Particularly during the 1920's, mosquito netting, wooden louvres, 
lattice and the installation of casement windows added to the 
spaciousness, comfort and privacy of many bungalows as well as 
commercial and government buildings. However, such enclosure often 
resulted in a loss of symmetry which was fundamental to the 
architectural style. It also detracted from the utility value of 
shade provision, glare reduction and water penetration protection 
without ventilation impairment. The example of Apia's north facing 
facades onto Beach Road confirms Bell's(2) conclusion for North 
Queensland that the location and width of verandahs reflected more 
the aesthetic presentation to the street than climatological 
considerations which dictate a prime requirement for verandahs on 
southern and western facades.
Modification to housing form also resulted from the attachment of 
kitchen and other utility rooms to the rear of cottages after the 
1920's when electricity became available as a power source. Roof 
forms were also substantially modified both to accommodate extensions
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Decoration
The nature of facade decoration in Apia was consistent for domestic, 
commercial and government buildings. The most conspicuous 
opportunities for embellishment were verandah balusters, pediment 
decoration, fretsawn verandah and eave brackets and ventilation 
panels, sheet metal roof ventilators, ridge decoration, finials and 
occasional window awnings where verandahs were absent.
It "is likely that the variations in style of decoration reflected the 
preferences of local builders although many styles were repeated 
throughout the Pacific and Australasia indicating the likelihood of 
mass production. It is interesting that the popularity of assymetry 
and multiple projecting gables which increased in Australia in the 
early 20th century did not occur in Apia, although the hospital built 
in 1902 is a notable exception. There was also an absence of the 
domestic use of stained glass and art nouveau and art deco influence 
on fretwork detail, a tendency also identified by Bell in North 
Queensland(1). In fact, within the tradition of detached tropical 
bungalows, there seems to have been no identifiable changes 
corresponding to the Federation and Californian bungalow styles in 
Australia. Victorian cast iron decoration was always rare although 
there are occasional examples of cast iron ridge decoration. The 
fundamental trend seems to have been for styles to linger but with a 
general simplification of detail as the use of lattice and Venetian 
shutters covered verandah detailing and scalloped pediment barge 
boards dominated facades during the 1920's and 30's. As an example, 
the old American Consulate in Vaiala probably received its entrance 
gable, lattice decoration, scalloped barge board and verandah 
enclosure by casement windows when its neighbouring bungalows were 
built in 1936.
55 1930's SIMPLIFIED DECORATION, VAIALA
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The nature of facade detailing reinforced the fundamental symmetrical 
design principles, with the elevation divided by verandah posts into 
an odd number of equal width bays with a central entrance porch and 
gable. Dual staircases were common on the more elevated houses 
usually parallel to the verandah leading up to a central porch at the 
entrance. Also, similar to the tendency in North Queensland(2) the 
core wall and verandah facades on Samoan colonial houses were treated 
as separate symmetrical design exercises with no relationship between 
fenestration and verandah post spacings. Prior to World War I, 
windows were universally vertically sliding double sash with two, 
eight or twelve panes and no identifiable relationship between the 
number of panes and building age. The oldest buildings such as WSTEC 
(1879) and Hellesoe's store (1892) have twelve pane windows but so 
does the Fabricius/Voigt house (1908) in Falealili Street while the 
Museum (1887) has eight pane windows. Casement windows became 
popular in the 1930's, particularly for balcony enclosures allowing 
unencumbered ventilation but were superseded by metal framed glass 
louvres during the post war period. Even more recently, horizontal 
sliding aluminium framed windows have become popular in conjunction 
with domestic air conditioning.
The most decorative features of verandah treatment were the verandah 
post brackets and balusters, both of which served a purely visual 
function. Verandah post brackets varied from plain 45° bracing to 
fretworked reverse curves and foliage patterns. Apart from plain and 
chamfered 45° bracing most brackets seem quite individual and 
differentiated by detail finishes indicating a great range of 
available patterns ordered by catalogue rather than local 
craftsmanship which would have encouraged greater repetition. 
Intricate detail clearly declined after World War I but during the 
three decades before the war there seems to be no identifiable 
relationship between styles or degree of intricacy and building age.
CROSS BRACING
CROSS BRACING 
VARIATIONS
WSTEC 1879 
Museum 1887 
Customs House 1893
Tivoli Hotel 1892 
DSG 1902 
Court House 1903 
3 Central Hotel 1914 Vailima additions 1902
British Consulate 1892 
Moors stores 1884,1906
Native Affairs 1909 
Chief Judge Res. 1920
Rosenberg store 1895 
Swann Pharmacy 1890 Contrai Hotel 1889
Cumberland Villa 1903
Hellesoe 1892 
Alcazar 1918
56 EXAMPLES OF BALUSTRADING
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Similarly, with verandah balusters, the popularity of standard but 
intricate fret-sawn patterns and vertical dowelling continued into 
the 1920's whereas elsewhere they had become obsolete(3). 
Interestingly, the early predominance of intricate fretsawn patterns 
parallels the trend in the Caribbean which suggests that American 
mass production, although Victorian inspired, may have been the 
origin of these panels(4). Although the universal tradition of 
reducing rectilinear severity by diagonal balusters was common in 
Apia it was less pervasive than elsewhere with a clear preference 
evident for more elaboration by additional diagonal members as well 
as vertical and horizontal members forming a 'Union Jack' motif.
Other variations of the cross braced balustrade also proliferated 
including the addition of an inner rectangle and the Chinoiserie 
variations described by Bell(5). As occurred elsewhere, vertical 
dowell balusters were eventually replaced by flat battens but both 
elaborate fretwork and dowelling persisted longer in Apia and without 
evident sequences of fashion. There is no evidence that cast iron 
balusters or brackets were used at all in Apia despite its easy 
availability in Australia and extensive use in North Queensland
Cyclindrical roof ventilators of sheet metal were common throughout 
the Pacific in the form of decorative finials. They occurred in 
domestic architecture such as the grand residence of O.F. Nelson at 
Papasaea as well as government buildings, the government hospital at 
Motootua being the most flamboyant example. Horizontal ridge 
ventilation forming a continuous ridge capping was also common and 
almost universal in the large copra and bulk stores off Beach Road as 
well as government buildings such as the market buildings, wharf 
sheds, police station and laundry and on ecclesiastical buildings 
such as the LMS hall (1910) and Catholic priests' residence (1894). 
Neither form of roof ventilation has been used in the post-war 
period. More individual forms of roof ventilation were also included 
as dominant architectural features, the best example being the 1931 
post office emulating the arches of its ground floor with wooden 
louvres.
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Several individual buildings in Apia contain distinctive 
architectural elements and detailing which reflect more the 
creativity of their architects than any generic building style. The 
unusual belvedere tower on the Tivoli Hotel (1892), the pyramidal 
Haitian style verandah roof and assymetric gable treatments on the 
government offices (1902) are the most notable examples. Other 
features seem to derive from European nostalgia rather than climatic 
suitability and their inappropriateness has been quickly evident.
For instance, a series of four dormer windows were the dominant 
feature of the Marist school built in 1909 but were later removed 
from the northern elevation due to poor ventilation and water 
penetration. Dormers were also used by the English architect Fred 
Syddal in his designs for the Central Hotel rebuilt in 1914 and the 
store of Mr. A.G. Annesley opposite the old customs house in Matafele 
in 1919. Dormers were also popular in the Caribbean, having been 
attributed there to French influence(6).
Little information is recorded on original paintwork, the choice of 
which would have been very restricted. Photographic records indicate 
that most buildings were of light tone probably white and timber 
surfaces would have quickly conveyed a weathered appearance due to 
climatic severity. A brief description written in the early 
1890's(7) describes the larger buildings fronting the harbour as 
being white, probably lime washed. By contrast, Vailima, at the same 
time was painted dark green with a red roof (Appendix 3).
Although intricate decoration was fundamental to the visual 
impression created by the buildings of tropical colonial style 
erected in Apia it has been the feature most easily modified and 
subject to rapid natural deterioration.
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Curtilage & Streetscape
As settlement of Apia proceeded during the late 19th century, infill 
took place along the beach front and the fringe areas were 
progressively subdivided. Theodore Weber's Motootua estate for 
instance was subdivided in 1890 creating allotments ranging from 2 to 
20 hectares. Much of this land has of course been subsequently 
resubdivided and more closely settled. The Papasaea area has been 
similarly developed. By the 20th century, the only large areas of 
vacant land were village communal lands and swampland owned by the 
Catholic Mission. Even within Apia most allotments have been kept 
large enough for substantial planting of ornamental and fruit-bearing 
trees and shrubs. Only in the intensively commercial areas of 
Matautu and Apia have the curtilages of properties prevented 
extensive planting of gardens.
The earliest photographic records of Apia indicate ubiquitous picket 
fencing to delineate property boundaries, particularly along the 
street frontage. Such fencing consisted of open boarded vertical 
pickets from 1 to 1.2 metres in height. Each picket was pointed, 
flat or spear headed of uniform height. Elaborate fence and gate 
posts were common with larger houses but undulating picket heights, 
common in Australia, were very rare. Iron fences were occasionally 
used such as at the hospital, Mr. Parker's residence at Motootua and 
the government offices and original government house but were 
considered exceptional and had to be imported from America. Iron 
grave railings and stonemasonry work for cemeteries and monuments 
were also imported, mainly from Sydney.
The decorative linear effect created and the impression of enclosure 
dominated Apia's streetscape until after German occupation. Also 
significant in the 19th century streetscape were attractive free 
standing gas powered street lamps and many large candlenut trees 
(Aleurites moluccana), the result of a community organised shade tree 
planting program. Domestic gardens comprised large trees on the 
periphery of the property for boundary demarcation such as Kapok 
(Ceiba pentandra), mango (Mangifera indica) and breadfruit 
(Artocarpus incisus), subsidiary hedges of hibiscus (Hibiscus 
tiliaceus) and oleander (Nerium oleander) and smaller trees and 
plants closer to buildings for aesthetic considerations of vivid 
colour and fragrance such as frangipani (Plumeria obtusa), 
bougainvillea (Bougainvillea glabra), bird of paradise (Strelitzia 
reginae) and ginger (Alpina purpurata).
The most profound alteration to Apia's streetscape over the last 
century has been the disappearance of its ubiquitous rows of picket 
fences, possibly reflecting changed attitudes to defence and 
trespass. Meanwhile, the nature of domestic and street planting has 
remained unchanged.
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Conservation Difficulties
Apia's architectural heritage has been confronted by severe climatic 
and biophysical conditions, vulnerability to destruction by fire, 
compromised by severe modification and neglect and frequent 
relocation to other sites. Traditions of siting, design, materials, 
type of construction and attitudes to conservation have facilitated 
the processes of deterioration.
Samoa is located 14° south of the equator and is thereby marginally 
north of the main areas of cyclonic activity in the south Pacific. 
Although this may have contributed to the survival of some 
architectural detailing which has been lost elsewhere, Apia does 
frequently experience potentially destructive wind. Moreover, 
cyclonic activity is not unknown, the most destructive occasions 
being March 1889 when international political tension was providently 
relieved by the destruction of six warships in Apia harbour and in 
January 1966 when several buildings, including "Vailima"(l) were 
unroofed.
Although the period from May to October is known as the trade wind 
season and from November to April as the rainy season(2), the climate 
of Samoa is moderate and regular for a tropical island. Although its 
climate may be less physically destructive than elsewhere, its warm 
temperatures (25-30°C), high humidity (greater than 70%) and 
rainfall are conducive to chemical disintegration and biological 
attack(3). In addition to cryptogamie growth (fungi, algae, mosses 
and lichens), conditions are also ideal for the development of 
bacteria and insects including termites and the intensification of 
corrosion of metals. Apia's predominantly timber and iron buildings 
of its colonial past are particularly vulnerable to its climate. The 
proliferation of flying insects such as mosquitoes has had indirect
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consequences for building conservation by the unsympathetic screening 
of verandahs by wire mesh.
The Samoan observatory was established at Mulinuu because of the 
special location of Samoa at the top of the Tongan Trench(4) and its 
suitability for seismic recordings. Not surprisingly, the islands 
experience severe volcanic activity but less severe earthquakes. The 
most severe volcanic activity has taken place on Savaii, most 
recently 1905-11. On Upolu, earthquakes represent a greater threat 
to the conservation of buildings. The most severe report of 
earthquake damage in Apia was in 1917 when many buildings, including 
the residence of the LMS clergy and the customs house were badly 
damaged suffering severe cracking and window breakages and in the 
case of the customs house having its verandahs wrenched from the 
building. Apia's tradition of light frame timber construction has 
had the advantage of damage minimisation by such vibration.
Apia has had an unfortunate history of building loss by fire. It has 
most significantly affected business premises where close proximity 
of buildings, attached cook houses and the storage of flammable 
material have contributed to substantial losses. Large sections of 
Matafele were destroyed by fire in 1889 and 1895 and large individual 
blazes consumed the Central Hotel and adjacent buildings in 1915, the 
Tivoli Hotel in 1917, Nelson's store in 1945, WSTEC copra store in 
1981, the Tivoli Theatre in 1984, and even the large reinforced 
concrete post office in 1987. The transition to less flammable 
building materials and improved fire fighting equipment seem to have 
reduced the incidence of accidental damage by fire.
Apia's light frame timber and iron buildings were also well adapted 
to dismantling and relocation. In fact, in many cases, dismantling 
was found to be unnecessary. Several large and culturally 
significant buildings in Apia have been so relocated and thereby 
suffer the loss of their associational significance with their 
original sites and have undergone severe modification upon 
re-erection. Although the practice is becoming less common, the
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Samoan land title system facilitates this process by the separate 
registration of ownership of land and buildings. The residence of 
the Chief Judge, built at Motootua in 1894 which was for some years 
the residence of Governor Solf is now located at Suisenga and adapted 
for use as a school. It survives in well maintained condition but 
has been severely compromised by its verandah enclosures, loss of 
detailing and of course, resiting. Other significant buildings which 
have suffered relocation include the old market hall built in 1904 in 
Apia, which is now used as an oil terminal depot at Sogi, the 
International Hotel built in Matafele in 1880 was relocated to Apia 
in 1915 later to become Aggie Grey's Hotel, Harry Moors' Alcazar 
Amusement Centre built in Apia in 1917 was moved to Matautu now 
accommodating the Ministry of Transport, and the Mau pavilion at 
Vaimoso appears to have been located in Matafele prior to 1926 having 
beeii originally erected there in 1909.
In addition to these severe constraints for building conservation, 
neglect of adequate building maintenance, unsympathetic adaptation 
and addition to buildings and incompatible new construction have also 
significantly diminished the significance of much of Apia's 
architectural heritage. In fact, poor building maintenance seems to 
reflect the traditional Samoan attitude to building construction as 
much as scarcity of materials, inadequate funds and poor local 
craftsmanship. Traditional fale construction using local timber and 
thatch is of its nature ephemeral. Severe storm damage often led to 
abandonment and rebuilding rather than repair. Minor repair was 
easily achieved by adding or replacing thatch but building longevity 
was short. Individuality was not expressed in building construction 
through detailing or other means and high societal regard was not 
attached to buildings, other than churches and ancestoral memorials. 
Moreover, contempt for its colonial past has not endeared an attitude 
to preserve memorials of its history.
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ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The concept of cultural significance is fundamental to the principles 
of conservation policy which should be directed towards the retention 
of such significance. A concise and coherent introduction to the 
concept of cultural significance has been given by Kerr(l) which has 
become the basis of conservation practice in Australia. It places at 
the basis of policy decision making, the value of a place to 
society. The criteria used to assess degrees of significance must 
reflect societal values and usually include aesthetic, historic, 
scientific and social values(2). Significance may relate to both 
attributes of physical fabric and associational links with 
significant people or events for which no visible evidence exists. 
Clearly, cultural significance is an area of some debate, 
particularly in a place where attitudes of contempt for its colonial 
past prevail but Europeanisation and awareness of conservation issues 
are increasing. Moreover, Kerr's criteria of significance are 
difficult to apply to a non-European culture with different social 
values, particularly as they relate to conservation of European 
buildings, contrasting historical and aesthetic perceptions and an 
environment where most scientific advancement over the last 160 years 
has been borrowed from Europe.
Ironically, the report by the New Zealand Government to the General 
Assembly of the United Nations in 1960(3) reported that apart from 
Stevenson's tomb, "the only other structure of historical importance 
(in Samoa) is Vailima, but it is open to the public". Even more 
ironically, it is no longer open to the public and its physical 
condition is deteriorating.
Certain events and people involved in the history of Apia have been 
of global significance. Others have been of significance to the 
Pacific region and yet others to Samoa itself. It is convenient in 
the context of Samoan history to divide its1 architectural inventory 
into the spheres of government, religion, commerce and residential. 
These areas of significance develop from the basic historical themes 
identified in the earlier sections of this thesis.
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Government
It was Samoa's turbulent involvement in international politics in the 
late 19th century, its later role as the only German colony in 
Polynesia and then its struggle for independence from New Zealand 
which have been fundamental to its international significance. The 
sites of the most important political events in Apia's history have 
clearly been Mulinuu and Vailima. Mulinuu became the centre of 
native government and early German political involvement, the site of 
the residences of the Chief Justice and President during the period 
of Condominium Government and is the location of the present 
Parliament, Museum and Land and Titles Court. The only surviving 
architectural heritage from the period of consular control is the old 
US Consulate at Vaiala. During the colonial years of German control, 
the focus of political activity transferred first to Motootua where 
both the Chief Justice and Governor resided and later to Vailima, 
which became the residence of the German Governors, the New Zealand 
Administrators, High Commissioners and currently the Samoan Head of 
State. During the 20th century, the focus of government 
administration has been dispersed among several buildings along Beach 
Road, but most significantly in the Court House and government 
offices at the corner of Ifi Ifi Street. The office of the Mau 
movement which occupied the enclosed music pavillion at Vaimoso was 
fundamental to the struggle for independence during the 1920's and 
30's, but survives in a neglected state.
Mulinuu and the Ifi Ifi Street/Beach Road corner constitute two 
distinct precincts of buildings which have been significant in the 
political and administrative functions of Apia. They have each been 
the locations of significant political events and contain some of the 
earliest, most elaborate and intact buildings in Apia.
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Religion
Appropriately, Apia remains dominated architecturally by its 
churches. The role of the churches in the Europeanisation of 
traditional society has been more dominant in Samoa than elsewhere in 
the Pacific. They also fostered the introduction of plantation 
agriculture and international trade. The scarcity of suitable land 
in the town led to the decentralisation of the churches, particularly 
its educational role to Apia's hinterland such as Moa Moa and Papauta.
However, some of Apia's oldest and most architecturally distinctive 
buildings are its churches and associated buildings, including 
clerical residences, halls and schools. The main denominations are 
so represented in the streetscape of Beach Road. Some of these 
buildings of course also have considerable associational significance 
with prominent residents of Apia, particularly the LMS English Church 
where the British consuls, particularly Cusack-Smith and Trood and 
local community leaders such as Hetherington-Carruthers and Moors 
were central to church administration. Partially reflecting large 
land holdings by the catholic church, precincts of ecclesiastical 
buildings at Mulivai, Savalalo and Moa Moa remain intact. They 
contain some of the oldest and most imposing ecclesiastical buildings 
in Apia which reflects both the wealth of the church and the high 
regard given to it by Samoan society. They are symbolic of and have 
associational connections with some of the most significant events in 
Samoan history.
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Commerce
Matafele has survived a century as the commercial focus of Apia and 
has accordingly suffered the greatest pressure for redevelopment 
although several commercial premises built in the 19th century 
remain. It was established as the Pacific headquarters of the giant 
Hamburg trading enterprise Goddefrey & Sons and its successor D.H. & 
P.G. which was managed by the most dynamic and innovative 19th 
century trader in the Pacific, Theodore Weber. The head office of 
the firm, built in 1879 during Weber's period of management, is the 
oldest commercial building in Apia and of regional significance to 
the foundations of plantation agriculture and the history of economic 
growth in the Pacific.
Other surviving 19th century commercial buildings include Harry 
Moors' Tauesi store built in 1884, Swann's pharmacy (1889) and the 
stores of prominent local businessmen Peter Fabricius (1893) and 
Christian Hellesoe (1892). The latter two buildings are now in 
government ownership and form part of what is identifiable as a 
heritage precinct of government administration buildings focused on 
the Ifi Ifi Street corner.
Surviving buildings of significance to 20th century commercial 
development include the imposing three storey headquarters of D.S.G. 
(1902), Harry Moors' distinctive bow-fronted store at Matautu (1906), 
Burns Philp store (1933) one of the best examples of the firm's 
branches throughout the Pacific, and the large permises of Morris 
Hedstrom (1947), the dominant post-war Pacific trader based in Fiji.
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The last surviving relic of Apia's early image as a centre for hotels 
and amusements was demolished in 1988 when the relocated 
International Hotel was demolished as part of the redevelopment of 
Aggie Grey's Hotel. Harry Moors' Alcazar Amusement Centre, built in 
1917, survives in a form but has been relocated and adapted for the 
purposes of the Ministry of Transport.
Residential
"Vailima", the house built by Apia's most famous resident survives as 
the grandest residence in the town, having been substantially 
extended and adapted but made even more significant by its subsequent 
government uses. The only other residence on the scale of Vailima is 
that built for Olaf Nelson at Papasaea in 1920, now occupied by the 
ex-Prime Minister Tupuola Efi. Several residences have been adapted 
to other uses to which their significance can be attributed, such as 
the US Consulate at Vaiala, Brandeis' House at Mulinuu (now the 
Museum of Samoa), and old Government House (now relocated to Suisenga 
and used as a school). The only other residence which can with some 
certainty, be dated to pre-1900 is that built by Richard 
Hetherington-Carruthers, a prominent lawyer, Municipal Magistrate, 
Councillor and instigator of Samoa's cacao industry(4). He was a 
neighbour of Stevenson, his home being located about 0.5 km closer to 
Apia on the Vailima Road which was built in the early 1890's. It 
seems that most European residences were badly damaged and many later 
demolished following native ransacking and warship bombardment in 
1899 .
By contrast, there are several houses surviving from the early years 
of the Germany colony, many of which were built by David Parker and 
Peter Fabricius in Motootua. Examples of residences built prior to 
the war include those of Syddal (1901), Dr. Schwesenger (1903), 
Easthope (1904), Parker (1904), Fabricius (1909, 11), Lober and 
Hellesoe, all prominent families in the town.
Some of the most elaborate and distinctive residential buildings have 
been severely modified and lost much of their original detail. It is 
also difficult to identify coherent precincts of residential 
buildings due to their distance apart and unrelated interposing 
development but both Vaiala and Motootua possess many examples of 
colonial residential style and original detailing.
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Associational Significance
Many of the historical events and sites in Apia which possess 
associational significance have been acknowledged by the erection of 
monuments. Mulinuu is the site of monumental tombs of five Samoan 
kings, memorials to the Germans killed at Vailele in 1888 and the 
hurricane of 1889, and the English and Americans killed at Fagalii in 
1899 the cairn of the German flag raising in 1900, and the 
Independence obelisk of 1962. Beach Road has memorials to both world 
wars, John Williams and Brother Hilary, and Vaimea Cemetery has a 
memorial to the victims of the 1918 influenza epidemic. Prominent 
tombs have also been constructed for High Chief Tamasese killed by 
New Zealand police during the 1929 Mau uprising and of course, Robert 
Louis Stevenson on the summit of Mt. Vaea. European cemeteries in 
Falealili Street and at Magiagi and Vaimea and the Chinese cemetery 
at Talimatau also constitute significant cultural sites and contain 
important historical memorials and information.
The township of Apia has international significance through its 
associational connections with colourful identities from its early 
history. These people included some of the most notorious 
beachcombers and pirates in the Pacific, such as Captain (Bully) 
Hayes, who had a house at Matautu in the 1860's(5), Jonas Coe, the 
wiley American Consul and commercial agent and his beguiling daughter 
Emma (Queen Emma)(6), the swashbuckling Colonel Steinberger, the 
protestant martyr John Williams, the determinately devout George 
Turner, Martin Dyson, George Brown and the Marist Brothers and the 
pioneering early trader August Unshelm and his successor Theodore 
Weber.
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Physical evidence of the presence of most of these identities is rare 
and conjectural due to the vagueness and superficiality of historical 
records. Of equal interest is the associational significance which 
may be attributed to certain buildings due to the contribution of 
their architects. Mr. J.S. Walker was the Government Architect 
during the 1890's. His surviving buildings are limited to the LMSV
English Church and Apia Native Church, although it is likely that he 
designed the old Government House, now at Suisenga, the construction 
of which was attributed to Mr. A.A. Willis, under contract to David 
Parker. During the 20th century, the prolific Government Architect 
of astounding longevity was Albert Schaafhausen. His designs 
included the additions to the Government Offices, the Office of 
Native Administration, the Mau Office, the second market hall and the 
Anglican Church, but he undoubtedly contributed to many other 
buildings and public works during the 20th century.
Not surprisingly, many of the early building contractors also had 
designs attributed to them. Superintendent Willis designed the WSTEC 
head office, Fritz Stuenzner designed the office of Lands and Survey 
while Peter Paul carried out the extensions to Vailima as well as the 
LMS Hall, Fabricius' store to the east of the Government Offices, and 
original market hall, now located at Sogi. The Stowers family, 
particularly Amando and James, seems to have performed most of the 
architectural work for the Catholic Church with the design assistance 
of some of the brothers. They erected most of the buildings at Moa 
Moa, the Marist school at Mulivai and the Mataafa monument at 
Mulinuu. The English architect, Fred Syddal, made a significant 
contribution to the town after the period of German control, 
including Mr. Huch's store in Matafele and the residence of Olaf 
Nelson.
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CONSERVATION POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Recently in Australia, the philosophy and practice of building 
conservation have been thoroughly discussed and well
documented(1,2,3). The general principles for conservation have been 
refined by the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) 
providing a framework to assess the appropriateness of particular 
conservation strategies. Conservation is the management of resources 
to yield the greatest sustained benefit. In the cultural context it 
is 'directed towards the retention and enhancement of significance.
As this significance is usually embodied in the architectural fabric, 
the principles of conservation practice rely upon the least possible 
interference with or destruction of the fab.ric(4), the rejection of 
conjectural reconstruction and replicas and the non-concealment of 
repairs. Moreover, restoration, reconstruction and adaptation should 
only be undertaken in the context of recovery or protection of 
cultural significance.
The role of authenticity in conservation has been particularly 
important in relation to facade retention during redevelopment.
While it is undoubtedly "the relation of building facades to the 
public street which is of overriding importance in our urban 
environment"(5), facade retention can "compound the already difficult 
task of relating the old to the new"(6). It is only in the context 
of cultural significance of individual buildings and elements of 
buildings and their contribution to the urban environment that such 
issues can be resolved. In urban design terms the cultural 
significance and visual prominence of significant items should be 
retained. Moreover, the assessment of individual items of 
significance sometimes allows the identification of cohesive
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precincts of significance uninterrupted by incompatible architectural 
quality. Urban design guidelines should enhance this architectural 
character by encouraging compatible infill development as well as 
encouraging the conservation of individual items of significance.
There has been a universal trend to conserve the exceptional and 
ignore the typical or commonplace. This has resulted in an historic 
bias against conserving timber structures(7) which now require 
affirmative action to redress the imbalance. Moreover, the longevity 
of wooden buildings in the tropics is subject to severe environmental 
constraints and pressure for redevelopment. The need for flexibility 
and imagination to enhance the economic viability of conservation is 
therefore even more than usually important. It is partly in this 
context that conservation and tourism are developing an affinity.
Even in 1968, the commitment of Unesco to the conservation of 
cultural property acknowledged the nexus between conservation and 
tourism from which similar planning methodologies have developed. It 
saw the influx of visitors and tourists as both necessary and 
useful. "There is nothing against sites or monuments becoming public 
attractions, quite the contrary. Tourism has important economic and 
cultural connotations and both public bodies and the conservation 
authorities should foster it, being trustees for the body politic"(8).
Tourists provide a market for conservation and thereby provide an 
economic stimulus to conserve and provide new uses for old 
buildings(9). However, it is the notion of sustainable use developed 
in the field of ecological resource conservation which 
methodologically integrates recreation and tourism planning with 
architectural conservation. The various concepts of carrying 
capacity thresholds(10) and planning strategies devised to prevent 
overcrowding and environmental degradation through over-use have 
direct application to heritage conservation. The tourism planning 
industry has pioneered attempts to dissuade peak season usage and 
promote off-season usage by marketing and physical means in an attempt
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to maximise returns on tourism infrastructure while simultaneously 
redistributing peak usage from environmentally sensitive areas to 
less vulnerable environments(11). Conservation policies have been 
accordingly incorporated into tourism management since the early 
1970's, generating such notions as the "twinning principle"(12) and 
the "inviolate belt"(13) of absorbent protective zones around 
vulnerable areas.
V
Nevertheless, the average tourist is neither an historian nor an 
archaeologist so historical and scientific data are less appealing 
than the general impression created by the monumentality, visual 
attractiveness or interest of an environment(14). Moreover, the 
ancillary support facilities required by tourists are often obtrusive 
so it is only with some effort that tourism can stimulate interest 
and the appreciation of cultural significance and foster and finance 
comprehensive measures for its protection, management and 
enhancement. Conservation financing through other means has also 
received increased attention, particularly in America(15).
Despite an enlightened initiation of planning policies in Apia in 
1879 (Appendix 1) with its Municipal foreshore building control, 
street tree planting and road realignment policies, Apia in 1988 has 
no planning or heritage legislation. Health and building ordinances, 
including building lines, apply only in the Apia town area and do not 
control traditional Samoan buildings. Moreover, encouragement is 
given to construction in "permanent materials" to reduce the risk of 
fire(16).
Although Samoan Government policy was "anti-tourism" until 1965(17), 
and has since been somewhat ambivalent, a Tourism Master Plan was 
prepared in 1984 with the assistance of the United Nations 
Development Program and World Tourism Organisation. That plan(18) 
advocated the preparation of "a comprehensive
landuse-circulation-historic preservation-landscaping plan for 
central Apia ensuring the preservation of architecturally and
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historically important buildings", suggested a four-storey height 
restriction for central Apia reducing to two stories in the outlying 
areas, and advocated "architectural styles which reflect and make use 
of the distinctive traditional Samoan styles and motifs to the extent 
possible or, alternatively, use of South Pacific colonial style so 
that buildings and structures blend into the existing development 
style and provide an interesting environment and sense of 
being-in-Samoa for the tourists"(19). Unfortunately, the Tourism 
Master Plan has neither received statutoryvrecognition nor had its 
urban design recommendations implemented.
In relation to the protection of cultural property at the global 
level it is unwarranted to seek the nomination of Apia as a world 
heritage site by the Unesco Committee for the Protection of World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage. A more appropriate strategy would be 
the preparation of a conservation plan which should be given 
statutory effect by the Samoan Government. Such a plan has been 
prepared by Norfolk Island which provides a useful model(20). This 
plan should embody conservation guidelines for the most significant 
individual items such as Vailima, WSTEC and the Government offices as 
well as identifiable precincts. Development guidelines for 
compatible infill development within these precincts should reflect 
the architectural character and significance of each precinct and 
include building scale, siting and massing, building form, materials 
and decoration. Investigation is required to imaginatively erect 
hurricane-proof and fire-resistant construction, perhaps using steel 
frames and concrete, but using traditional timber cladding and 
detailing. It is also paramount that statutory flexibility and 
Government encouragement be provided to enhance the economic 
viability of conservation through adaptive re-use and compatible 
alterations.
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Apia's immediate challenge is to recognise the significance of its 
colonial heritage and rationalise the challenges of tourism to 
traditional Samoan society by exploiting its economic benefits and 
reinforcing its conservation spin-offs rather than rejecting it as a 
form of post-colonial patronage. It presents a paradise of potential.
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APPENDIX 1
MUNICIPAL REGULATIONS 1879 - 1886
Extract from Affairs of Samoa. Presented to Houses of Parliament,
London, 1889.
CONCERNING THE CITY FRONT
Since it is desirable for the public health that the sea breeze 
should circulate freely through the town and not be intercepted by 
buildings near the water along the shore of the harbour, all persons 
are hereby warned against erecting or repairing buildings or 
structures of any kind whatever on the north or sea side of the 
present public road between the store of Thomas Trood in Matafele 
and the store of Messrs. Ruge, Hedemann and Co. at Matautu, without 
special permission from the Municipal Board, which permission will 
only be granted for the erection of boat houses and similar 
structures near the water. Any violation of this Regulation shall 
be punished by a fine not exceeding $100 or three months 
imprisonment with or without hard labour - 30.1.1880.
CONCERNING NEW BUILDINGS
1. Before erecting any building at or close to a public road within 
the Municipality of Apia, the permission of the Municipal Board 
will have to be applied for by laying before the same the plan 
of the premises, with a sketch of the building to be erected.
2. No building shall be allowed which might prove an obstruction to 
enlarging a public road in future.
3. No building, as a rule, shall be erected in advance of a row of 
existing buildings.
APPENDIX 3
Friday, January 31, 193C. TH E SAMOA HERALD
The Life of Robert Louis Stevenson
His residence at  ‘ V a i l im a , ’ W . S a m o a — 1891-94.
By Ortham Balfour.
The house of Vailima was 
built of wood throughout, 
painted a dark green outside, 
with a red roof of corrugated 
iron, on which the heavy rain 
sounded like thunder as it fell 
and ran off to be stored for 
household purposes in the 
large iron tanks. The build­
ing finally consisted of two 
blocks of equal size, placed, if 
I may use a military phrase 
in this connection, in echelon. 
I t was the great defect of the 
house in its master’s eyes 
that from a strategical point 
of view it was not defensible, 
but it fulfilled many of the! 
requirements both nf struc­
ture and more especially of 
position which he had laid 
down for his ideal house.
After Dec., 1892, the down­
stairs accommodation con­
sisted of three rooms, a bath,I 
a storeroqm and cellars be-j 
low, with five bedrooms and; 
the library upstairs. On the j 
ground - floor, a verandah, 
twelve feet deep, ran in front J 
of the whole house and along 
one side of it. Originally 
there had been a similar gal­
lery above in front of the 
library, but it  so darkened 
that room as to make it al­
most useless for working.; 
Stevenson then had half of 
the open space boarded in, 
and used it as his own bed-i 
room and study, the remain-j 
der of the verandah being 
sheltered, when necessary, by j 
Chinese blinds. The new! 
room was thus a sort of mar-| 
tin’s nest, plastered as it were 
upon the outside of the house; 
but except for being some 
what hot in the middle of the 
day, it served its purpose to 
perfection. A small bedstead, 
a couple of bookcases, a plain 
deal kitchen table and two' 
chairs were all its furniture, | 
and two or three favourite 
Piranesi etchings and some I 
illustrations of Stevenson’s 
own works hung upon the 
walls. At one side was a 
locked rack containing half-a- 
dozen Colt’s rifles for the ser­
vice of the family in case they 
should ever be required. One 
door opened into the library, 
the other into the verandah; 
one window, having from its 
elevation the best view the' 
house afforded, looked across 
the lawns and pasture, over 
the tree-tops, out to the sap­
phire sea, while the other was 
faced by the abrupt slope of 
Vaea. The library was lined 
with books, the covers of 
which bad all been varnished 
to protect them from the cli­
mate. The chief divisions 
were the shelves allotted to 
the history of Scotland, to 
French books either modern 
or relating to the fifteenth 
century, to military history, 
and to books about the Pacific.
THE chief feature within 
was. the large hall that oc­
cupied the whole of the 
ground-floor of the newer por­
tion of the house—a room 
some fifty feet long and per­
haps five and thirty wide, 
lined and ceiled with varnish­
ed redwood from California. 
Here the marble bust of old 
Robert Stevenson twinkled 
with approval upon many a 
curiously combined company, 
while a couple of Burmese j 
gilded idols guarded the two 
posts of the big staircase lead- j 
ing directly from the room to I 
the upper floor. An old Sa- ! 
moan chief, being one day at 
his own request shown over 
the house, and having seen 
many marvels of civilisation 
of which he had never dream­
ed, showed no sign of interest, 
far less of amazement, but as 
he was departing he looked 
over his shoulder at the two j 
Buddhas and asked indiffer- j 
ently: “ Are they alive? '' In 
one corner was built a large I 
safe, which, being continually 
replenished from Apia, rarely j 
contained any large amount j 
of money at a time, but was j 
supposed by the natives to be i 
the prison of the Bottle Imp, j 
jihe source of all Stevenson’s 
fortune. In this room hung 
Sargent's portrait of Steven- j 
son and his wife, Sir George I 
Reid’s portrait of Thomas j 
Stevenson, two reputed Ho- 
garths which the old gentle-; 
man had picked up, two or ; 
three of R. A. M. Stevenson's 
best works, a picture of horses 
by Arthur Lemon, and—great­
ly to the scandal of native 
visitors—a plaster group by 
Rodin.
The walls of the room ori- i 
ginaliy used as a dining-room ; 
were hung with Samoan tapa, j 
the native cloth of mulberry ! 
bark beaten out and stamped 
with coloured patterns. On j 
 ^this effective background were 
'suspended many of the native j 
{cariosities collected by Steven- ! 
l^on in his wanderings, notably 
'(he fibre corselets presented 
to him by King Tembinok, in 
the Gilberts, and the Marshall 
Island charts, consisting of j 
•.«trips of wood tied together 
with shells to indicate the 
»lands. On another wall hung j 
the red ensign of the Cusco, j 
■ «nd near it was St. Gaudens 
• medallion of Stevenson him- 
. «elf. By the fireplace was 
the framed cigarette paper on 
which was written Gordon’s i 
last message despatched from 
Khartoum, presented to Ste­
venson by Mr. Gordon Hake. |
, In front of the house lay a ; 
funootb green lawn of couch- j 
'pass, used for tennis or cro- | 
>^uet, and bounded on two j 
Tades by a hibiscus hedge 
f.?hich, within a few months 
f of its planting, was alreadv 1 
W  feet high and a mass of |
scarlet double blossoms—the 
favourite flowers of the Sa­
moan.
Immediately behind the 
mansion lay the wooden kitch­
en and a native house for the 
cook. A hundred yards to 
one side the original cottage 
in which Stevenson first lived 
had been re-erected, to serve 
upstairs as bedrooms for 
Lloyd Osbourne and myself, 
downstairs for the house boys 
(i.e., servants), for stores, 
toolhouse, and harness-room.
Upon the other side another ; 
native house lay, halfway to­
wards the stream. The ground ¡ 
below the home fence was all 
used for pasture; in front, the ! 
milking-shed occupied the site j 
of the old house; and the pig- I 
pen, impregnably fenced with 
barbed wire, lay a couple of • 
hundred yards in the rear. |
The temperature was gene­
rally between 85° and 90° 
Fahrenheit a t noon, and al- 
-ways fell during the darkness 
to 70°, or less. I have never 
seen it at any time lower than 
62° nor higher than 95° in the 
shade. But in the early morn- 
iag the lower temperature 
strikes one by contrast as 
bitterly cold, and so acutely 
had Stevenson felt it in his 
cottage in the bush that two 
large fireplaces with a brick 
chimney were built in the big 
house, though after a while 
they were never used. I t was 
the contrast that was trying, 
even at higher temperatures.
* At Vailima visitors were al­
ways coming and going. All 
white residents who chose to 
appear were made welcome. 
The American Chief Justice 
Ide and his family; Herr 
Schmidt, the President; the 
Consuls; the Land Commis­
sioners, especially his friend j 
Bazett Haggard; the Indepen­
dent and Wesleyan mission­
aries; the French Bishop, the 
priests and sisters; the doctor, 
the magistrate, the postmas­
ter, the surveyor; the mana­
gers of firms and their em -! 
ployes, English or German; 
and traders from all parts of 
the islands: such were some o f . 
the residents who might ar­
rive a t any time. To them ! 
might be added passing visi­
tors, spending a week or two 
in Samoa between two steam­
ers, or remaining several 
months to see the islands more 
thoroughly. The latter, if not 
actually staying in the house, 
were yet sure to be frequently 
invited to Vailima. J . M. Bar­
rie and Rudyard Kipling, to 
their own bitter regret, too 
long deferred the visits for 
which their host was so eager; 
but of those who came, the 
Countess of Jersey, John La­
farge the artist, and Charles 
Adams the historian are the 
most familiar names. I
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A88ES8MENT RETURNS OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF THE TOWN AND DISTRICT OF APIA, FOR THE YEAR 1880.
utschc Handels L Piali 
I tagon Coy.
Manuel A Trood 
Andersou 
SArm Lee Jong
■Di*ptd. by F. Wilion, A 
J. Nei tutor Unoccupied
(Self
Tetersen
I! A pai (Itarotongan)E. L  Hamilton
do
Th. W der 
do 
do
Geo. Pritchard 
do 
do 
do
LaU
Uea (Tikori, agent)
Lagi, do 
Neibutu
Toomalatai Fatate
fpatiole 
i do
.Ruge, Hedemann A Co. 
ite oí the late J. A uh
R. Decker
do
¡John Lyon« (Sydney) 
¡Mrs. Nancy Thom peon 
•H. W. Pattereon (Niue)
J Alton
SionLJunthe piastre.'«eon
Fale pOeaU
A. Young (Manna)
W J) nice(Lau reu*oo. a gut
Seumanataia
do
do
do
do
do
do
London Missionary Socy
W. M. William eon 
do
London Min ionary Socy 
Char lee Fruan 
Leapai 
Let* a
Unoccupied
A  Campbell 
|f . W íleon
uhir
G. Brown
do
EaUtc J. C. Wiliam*. 
Griffith« it Co, Agar
E. S t Foy
do 
do 
do
Melee*« (Samoan woman 
do do do
femeeen it othar nati re*
Wm. Johastoee
do ia diepute 
do 
do 
do 
do
By wh’m occupied
Uncultivated land 
Cultivated do 
Coal depot 
House and land 
I .and
House and land 
House aud land 
House and laud 
Timber sheds, A*c. 
Business-promises, Ac. 
Land
Houses and land
Land
House and land
Land
Land
House and land 
Land
House and land 
Land
House and land 
Land
Land
House and land 
Mootootua Estate
Land
Latid
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land and native house
Land and native house 
Land
Land, storea, Ac.
Land and houses
Land and houses 
Land and houses
Description of PropeKy Where Situated
Vailo*
Vaiala
MaUutu 
MaUutu 
Apia 
Matafele
Mat aiolo
Matafele 
Savalalo 
Savalalo 
Sogi L Savalalo (bk. of) 
Sogi
Taumeaaina
Taumeasina
Vaiala 
Vaiala and MaUutu 
Solapo
Vaiala
Matautu
aisigago
Lelepa
MaUutu
Mootootua
250:00 
1500.00 
1000OO 
450000 
600.00 
1500 00 
1000:00 
1000:00 
0500:00 
76550:00 
400000 
210000
100:00
500:00
1500.00
200:00
2500:00
300:00
Lelepa 
Leone (Back of Apia) 
Leone (Back of Apia) 
Alafaa
Vaiala 
Vaiala
Solapo
Solapo
MaUutu 
M stau tu L V aisigago
Matautu
MaUutu
Land
Land and house 
Land 
Land 
Land 
Land
Land and house
I And
Land 
Land 
¡And 
Land
I And and native houaejApia
MaUutu 
Apia (Back of)
MaUutu
MaUutu
MaUutu
MaUutu
MaUutu swamp
MaUutu (Back of)
aiaigago
V aisigago
V aisigago 
aisigago
Vaisi gago
Apia
iAnd
liouse
Uouse and lands
House and lands
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land and house« 
Land and house« 
Land and house« 
Land and bouaee
I And
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land and house«
Load
Land
Land and hooae
Land
Apia
Apia
Apia
Apia
Apia
Apia
Apia
Apia
MaUfele
Vaimoeo
Taumeasina
Apia (Back of)
\ 16*
Api»
Apia
Apú
Apia
Apia
Apia (Back of) 
Apia (Back of) 
Apia (Back ot)
i4 2 :  Back oí)
Kuli vii »ad Api*
A,»» (Bad oí)
Va»»
Viiwao or Fatipol» 
Va»»
Apia (B ad at) 
Api» (Baal aOJ,
a & B A À ^
r Name of Own ,Hy wli'in«vupied!Description of Pn»|M-rly
800.00
3250.00
11600.00
160:00
80:00
100:00
300.00
200:00
1000:00
80000
200000
70000
16000
16000
20000
100.00
16000
40000
10000
200.00
3500.00
70000
280000
60000
10000
300.00
30000
3000
30000
20000
100000
200:00
400:00
210000
70:00
100:00
300000
100.00
10000 
260:00 
200000 
liXhOO 
KXhOO 
.• 0=00
'  loooo
802000
Amelia (Samoan woman
Ja«. Dcvoe
Mary Groht
Tuilvtcfuga
Maieake
Faualo
Fronch Mission
,lt lU.hrrtndino.D. 
I (Irruías CuUMilsle 
Solve«
Wesleyan Mission
Samuel Dean
Pita IUrotoga
Thomas Trood 
do
Tuama (Iiarotogan)
I). 8. Parker 
do 
do
Miliamu 'Tahiti woman) 
Tui (Samoan woman) 
C«pt. Schmidt (Volkman
Wm. Smalley
99 Chaa. Netxler
C30:0U
100 A. Ilettig
200:00
95 J. Acosta
¡03 Sam Lee Jang
50:0«
104 W. C. Turnbull
50:00 105 Ad. Volkman
250.00 126 do
30000
130 Volkman and Uleberg
106 Chaa. Bell
137 do
180000
109 Wm. Cowley, «nr.
2500000
110 Batate of A. Silva or S«bra
1500:00 150 do do do
111 [Isory Fruan
270000 113 Antonio Ferera
300:00
123 do do
115 Le uso
70000
116 il urns 8c ani in
1000:00
113 Malietoa
10000
100:00
/'Sami (Wallis Islanders); 
I O le Matau
5000 119 j Uialatea
200:00 V. Pai to mal« if«
150:00 122 W. Cowley, junr.
120 W. Robinson (Savaii)
124 Tulceu end other native*
125 IV. Beliullor
. » . 4o
1310:00 119 Fnuniuin« Family and
11.
other nativi-« 
Jobu Rev*
133 Nativo« of Vaimoso
800:00
135 do do
350000 do do141
700:00 144 do do
50000 146 do do
100000 147 do do
150:00 134 Cal. Land Coy.
7000 136 Englishman in Fiji
1000:00 139 Pea and Vaimoeo netv««
140 John Hunt
20000 143 Amoa and Elisa Frwtton
4000:00 161 Lelua family
1750:00 152 Tupou (Raratongun)
280000 156 W. Cowley, junr.
160 Tonumamanono natives
1*4 Wm. YandaU
165 John Upolu
145000
167 Niu« Islander« (Niue
Teacher agent)
500:00 160 Deutauhe Handels' Coy.
100000 • H. Harder
Rkori
. .  * y  \ .
•Á • . •
Und
Und
Und and bou.
Und
land
land
Api* (Hack of) 
Apia (Back of) 
Apia (Back of) 
Apia (Back of) 
Apia (Back of) 
Apia (Back of) 
Mulivailand cultivated 
land aud house« Adi
land, church, Sc house*M«taf*1« 
land, nunnery, A school Mstafsls 
land and house« 
land
Metofel«
V««a (West ef
Iand.collcge-bldnga.4c V ae« (West of)
Land
land and bouse 
land and house
Land
land and bouse
Iaad and house
land
land
land
land and house
Land and house
land and house
Land and house
Hotel, 4c.
House«
m and land
House« and land 
Land
land
Hotel and land 
Land
U nd and house«
Land and house« 
Land
land and house
Land and house 
Land
Swamp land 
House and land 
Qovsrnment land 
Cultivated land 
Cultivated land 
Cultivated land 
Cultivated land 
Land 
Land
and
Ian-1 .2 pietv»; 
land
I
• land 
I-SQ'l
!
land
land and fort
Where Situated. Real Valu Total-
tlT M Io
Matafele
Matafele
Asaga
Matafele
Matafele
Matafele
Matafele 
Matafele 
Matafele 
Matafele 
M stai el« 
Metofel« 
Matafele 
Matafele
Metafile
Pati pul«, Vaimoeo
Sogi (Back of)
Sogi
Mulinuu
Vaimoeo
Vaimoeo
Vaimoeo
Vaimoeo
Fetipule, Vaimoso 
Pati pule, Vaimoeo 
Fatipule, Vaimoso 
Vaimoeo
h
'1 uluOMiU 
' A lafas
Pea
A-ago Bock of,
1000:00
5000:0ol
1200:00;
Land
Land Alafaa 4tK>:Oo!
Land Pea 200:00
Cultivated Und Pea 5ü0:00¡
Uouse and land Fatipule, Vaimoeo SM tM
Load Asaga (Back of) 50:00
Land Vaimoeo 100:00
Iaad Asaga (Back of) 100.00
Land Voe* 200:00
U a d Toa a as* man odo 300:00
Land Apia (B a d  « 0 100:00
Land Apia (Bock of) 160:00
U a d Apia (B a d  of) 260:00
U a d Vailo»
Hoaa* *>«•
300:00
Qaaaa S°«i 200:00
Moo «1 
Moor
12oo.n 
2600.«
3 Mod 
I Sou.o
Suo.uo 
loo 00
2231130.00
i be > true
,»ad porreo» vaJiuUiuiiM & tu could be mad^ .
J . E . V . A L V 0 R D ,
:■ * * * * * >  jb íu .'k
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Another cballooge 
-Y o all
unheofod.
*nd tùli onbewW 
tue in that wsy, my gentleman/* a U u, 
rge, and m  ho gavo the third and 
illenge, ho ram« to tin preaeut, 
Ll« a ballet whix [»at the General's 
frho horse was drawu in in»- 
■ y . “ What, yon roncnl. do you
■  shoot your Geueral Y" “ 1 dinna 
■ ha i„lk are in the dark; but 
r you are a Ceneral or no uiy 
to fire at anybody that attcnq*ts 
ue wl»en I challenge." ** Well, 
your General, and I want to get 
town." “ I'm no sure al»out you; 
l*o a French spy for ony thing I 
>d ye mun just stay till the piquet 
«the report o’ my piece will bring 
The piquet arrived, a-id the 
waa allowed to proceed ; but Ue 
trouble the outpoet Beatrice eo 
iterwarda.
Tuitoa
Vaiala
Peni
Filip»
' Siaori
SUS LIST OF FOREIGNERS 
tEKIDINO IN TH E MUNICI­
TY OF A P L i—
Naioea market 1 thua •  or thus * 
iuhject to Poll-tax]
AxRRicaxa :
h r
eterson 
!. Coe 
amilton 
. Alvord 
William eon
-
Jehn Pratt * 
Thomoa Young 
C. Mcllhenny •  
Peter Uleburg 
P. C. Bloomfield 
J .  O. Dotter weick* 
C. F. Grämlich •  
Jav  De voe, half-cast 
Johu Johuson 
Thoinaa Schmidt 
William II. Dunn 
Char lee Stellar *  
William Herder * 
H.Ruhdo 
William Neilaon
Germany :
Wrier J G. KmnfehK 
F. Petereen 
Temlor Axinann 
A. llettig
F. W. Bauer 
I- Höffer 
W. Sohüler 
E. Hannemana 
O. Kopab
G. DeuUlemànn 
II. L. Schacht 
A. be hem bock 
W. Oltcuaun
Amona *
Ikilei •
Baiatole* *
Tiua
llcmu *
Sale
Ikimata (Ikiooka) * 
Fata *
Maea *
To voe •
Esau *
Severi *
Uele # *
Aupa • *
Vele
Limakana *
Lulu *
Lagamohe *
Feleai *
Kulupa *
Togi a helo *
Matagi *
Peni
Mom *
Fuhanga *
it Gixlctfroy
Decker 
rkinaon 
oik man 
i Ruge 
•rd» i 
Schultx
Tofoeono
Patu
Manogi
Mai lu
Mali
Sapo
Muga
Sapolu
Liatunua
Mautofu
Malua
Faaaoeolo
Teatiti
Taiuatoa
Ao
British Subjects:
John King Bruoe * 
James O*byroe '
David Kcnison 
George liradly 
James Laurenaoa 
Chas. Bell 
Ái
0 *fi:
John Hunt
McGrath • 
A. G. Stead 
i l .  Droute *
W. Y and cil, h ! f. -caí 
L. Y andel), do • 
Y. Ysudali, do • 
A. A. Willis 
Fakpo *
Ah Wing 
Harm Le Jang 
Ah Sue *
An tout* Sobreño 
Jaioee Maguire * 
John Ryan *
Scan um avd PoRTvar*sE: 
h Acosta I J ob« Pereira
el Kernaudec Pedro Piaauo 
tio Pereira |
French Citizen# :
ic St. Foy I Latapie
Chinebe:
’non. at Acosta»’ 
lie Tin, at Aooataa’ 
ling, at Apia
At Serro ke Jang a
TAuniaMs:
Maialalo 
MaUfele 
Ma tafele 
Matant u 
Mu tautu 
Haw aiian :
M atúfele 
N ikukxs:
I «ota
Fatula 
Poo 
8 ulo 
Maifola 
Vali
Lagavalu 
Ukuika 
Pule 
Molona 
Simi
MaUkitoga 
Kiel a 
Agikaa 
Kxeto 
Sione 
Puri 
Atu 
Ikinofo 
Niu 
Lnki 
Ñauo 
Hale 
Tiwjj»
Pihxgia
Ñamen of Native« belonging to tlie village 
of Vuimoao, and aubjuct to (1m Poll 
\&x —
NOTICE.
Na ires of Natives belonging to the town 
of Vaiala subject to the Poll-tax—
Apelu
Taeaaeu
Limoni
Joeefa
Sen eta
Poni
Silimua
Siale
Taeeea
Vaega
Maaunu
Kam u eia
Tuato
Tuas» vi
Masi ancia
Tamttunutu at Mu- 
linuu 
Patau 
M una 
Alofa 
Tonivi 
Taiaoluia 
Tnifea 
Se’e’ia 
Loaututu 
IWaalogo 
Mcle'i
Leapai 
Naea
Tupuao
Saltiti 
Toejtoi 
OLelel 
Lcota 
Posi tale 
Puuivai 
Scpoui 
Fu if a tu 
Paito ma le »fi
r n i i E  Supetvii 
JL Court liona»
■a will ro.«et at (ho
__ ou Tnoaday, February
L-'th., at from 10 a.tu. to 3 p m., to hour 
and determine any complaint* in regard 
lo the aaaeastuonta, and to equalise the 
same. No ohangee will be mado in (lie 
aasessments after that date.
W. M. Wll.LlAMSOX,
John Davi*,
An. YolkM\NX,
^ Su|«ei visors.
Apia, Foby. 7th, 1880.
i j .
Some of tho above are at Sogi, Mu- 
linuu.
Teachers' name« at present Rationed at 
Vaimoao : Paulo, and Mailer.
SPECIA L LIC E N SE S FOR QUAR­
T E R  ENDING MARCH 31, 1880.
CHS. T. N ETZLER, publican. Ma­
ú lele ......................................... $ 30:00
Alfred 8 . 8malley, publican, Ma ta­
fele ........................................  30:00
Charlea Bell, publican, Motafele. . 3000 
J .  Aooeta, publican, Matafelc . . . .  3000 
Antone Sobreño, publican, A p ia .. 3000
Ah Hing, puhlican, Apia ........... 30:00
John Aulls Estate, publican. Ma-
tatutu .................................... 3000
Johnson A Schmidt, reaUurant,
MaUfele .............................*. 300
Charles Bell, bowling alley, Mota­
fele ........................................  3:00
J .  Acosta, billiard Ubi*. MaUfele 300 
A  Heilig, blacksmith, MaUfele
MONDAY, Otu FEBRUARY.
THE Subscriber will toll by public auction at his Exchange Auction 
Mart, Apia, on Monday, 0th instant, ut 
10 o'clock, ex Ovalau,—
Drapcp', Fancy goods, Jama, Rice, 
Spirita, Keg Butter, Sardines, Tea, 
Candles, Tobacco, Biscuit», Hour;, 
Bread, Flour, Preserved Mutton, 
Staroh, Perfumery, &o., Ac.
XT. J. H i st,
Auctioneer.
J .  Davis,”  photographer, MaUfele 
Manuel Fernand«, hak«
fcîc
dea b er, MaU-
W .Vi «-on, watonuau, Matafele,
»•oat 1:50
T h >1.14* VoUC >v«i-rman, 91 ata-
fill» »WO « a t * ........ '............. StOO
w . i: . /or. i riiiit-ipApia........... fliOO
AL Lit. h.I.i r, Ai>ia................... 9:00
.1». V» i« ., ink •r, Matautu........... 9.00
La utar. u<;k*«r, Matautu................ 8:00
Victoki a by the Grace of God of the 
United Kingdom of Groat Britain 
and lrelaud Queen, Defender of tlao 
Faith Ac. Ac.
A R EG UI A T I  ON 
Made in the name and on behalf of Her 
Majesty, by Her Majesty’s High Com­
missioner for the Western Pacific
TO REGULATE THE SALE OF AfUtt AND 
AMMUNITION.
Arthur Gordon.
L  No British subject resident in the 
Navigator’s Islands shall sell arms or 
amumllon without a license to that effect 
under the hand of H J 3.M. Consul or
Commissioner is here-
Namos of Natives belonging to the town 
of Matautu and Tanumamanona sub­
ject to the Poll-tax—
M atatuTU :
I Man usino 
Paepaega 
Selu 
Efu
Toon» I at 
pu,,u 
Sarnau 
Gitili vea
Sanjuaaiuu
Túpanla
LeupoJu
Tu»
Ari
AlaUua
Spillisi
Vili
T anumamanono:
I Senio 
S *  Intiero 
Timoni 
Kind 
Nota 
Tuua 
Asolasi
Names of Nativos belonging to the town 
of Apia and subject to the Poll-tax 
(a few excepte»! who pay the Istnd-
tax)—
lg. at Ah Wing's 
ng. at Germn. Cons. Gen oral’s 
ung. at Apia
, Huge Ho»!emano and Co.
longone, Tahitians, Manihikians. and 
Hawaiian* reriding in the Muuiri- 
pality and subjeot to the Poll Tax—
KaroTuNoajcs :
kori fJu«h»e) 
jolo To Kori
SeiimanuUfa
Tamnscu
Fonalo
Aulia
Tua
Sctrili
Kamuelei
Sa k aio
l*eviU
Sismad«
Mutis
Mriaake
Sineva
Tuvao
Tipoti
Une
Amoea
AUpuai
Siaumau
Ai gainana
Tauese
Timotri
Aliai
Pita
Bianri
Seleni
Sikione
loria 
Ailofele 
Ne moia
Vili
Paks
Leapai
Iakopo
Tai vasä
T uiletufuga
Galu
I W
Lima
Mainilo
Tuupo
Baiai
Fua
Fale
Ua!e
Manama
Foams
loan«
Fai
Falsali
Pari
I asU ’r
Toon«
Pu patota 
Blata
E  L. Hamilton, pilot. Matautu... 600 
J .  E. V. Alvord, auctioneer L  com­
mission agent, MaUutu .......  1*24)0
W. J .  Hunt, auctioneer A oom-
tnimiou agent, Apia....... 12:00
.Richard Hethenngton, Banister A ^
:Solioitor, A pia..;.......a .......-  15.-00
O. Pritchard, oorvevarr A p ia ....... •* 9i00
Laurenson A Balt, hoarding house
r MaUfele ........................! ...... 300
J .  Acosta, boarding-house A lodg­
ing house, MaUfele...............  6.<X)
JL ßobreno, restaurant A lodging
house, Apia ............................ C:00
Chao. T . Nctxler, restaurant A
lodging house, Matafri»1....... 3:00
George Dud de i», boarding house
Matautu ................................  *4 0
Peter Cullen, butcher, Apia .......  04)0
LIC E N SE D  STO REKEEPERS FOR 
Q UARTER ENDING MARCH 31,1880 
C lass I.
Deutsche, Handels L Plan tage u, % 
Geecllaohaft, Der Kudsee, In­
seln. Savalala ......................... 92*00
Rnga. 1 ir»lemanu L Co.. Matauta ’2S4M 
1>. 8 . Purkur, (nrnler proteri), Ma-
tafcle........................................  2 J .-00
Class II.
Thomas Trood. Matafele...............  12:00
Class III.
Samuel Dean, Matafele ...............  0.00
Deutliche, Handels, A PlanUgen 
Gveellerhaft. Dur Sudsc« In­
ari u, Savalala ........................  0.00
Clam IV.
J .  Boekner. MaUfele .................... 6:00
Ad. Volkman, Matafele ...............  COO
W. C. Turnbull. Matafele ............ 600
Bam U Jang. Matafele.................... 600
W. M. Williamson, Apia............ -  6:00
E. L. Hamilton, Matauta...............  6.00
Cla*»  V.
Johnsen Ic Schmidt, Matafele.......  900
M. Fernandes, Matafele ................ 3:00
W. Johnston, Matafele ... ............ 3.00
J .  Anderson, Matafele.................... 800
P. 'fl. Bloomfield, A p ia .™ ........... 800
W. E. Agar, A m  ....... ................ . 600
Ah Hing A pia................................ 9:00
Emile Bl  low. Asw  %............    940
Ah Wing. M atauta....................... 800
LoaUr, Mataata .
Deputy Commisrioner, which license such 
Consul or Deputy (
by authorized if he aee fit to issue, sub­
ject to the following provision*.
IL  Every British subject selling arms 
and «munition without such license shall 
be liable on conviction before tho Court 
of the High Commissioner to iinprisoo- 
oieut with hard labour for any period 
not exceeding three month*, as the Court 
may direct
Every license issued under tins
Sogi
Kogi
8ogi
Land of D. H. fc P.
Gesellschaft 
Land of D. U . A P.
Geoeilschafl 
Land of D. H. à  P.
Gesellschaft 
Land of D. H. L  P.
Gesellschaft
Matafele
Matafele ,
0 MaUfele ■■ V f * *
.  . .... -  • M r- i f i ' i '
r *  r t ^ s s ä , ' 1
w *  *
M U N I C I P A L  R E G U L A T I O N S ' ,
OONCKKKTNO VECUASIOS. CLERKS, kc,
L X in .—So mooh aI B-guUtion 3CIX Vol. I. N o.'} .  p. », ond»r *  SwkUI 
U c u m , '  u  .ppliM to « BlMkMiutli," -puat-loukUr,* -CwpooUir,”  »Ship- 
build.,.- •  SboemOer." u d  - T«IoiT 'jA «Kfcjr U .p « I« l, u d  «renr .ooh ponoo 
at hi. tndo, «hall taka p ti *  1?» U .iW * W  8 «  ( * * )
dollars per annum. *
LXXIV.—E vwt S a l-u iu i, Boolt-kam«-, and 0 -Hc,-whoi* aalarjp« -n p ,-o r  
pay d r*, not . i o « d  8»».n ty4 v . ( K J )  dollar, per awoth. «bail U kuouta L w w »  
lor wlurh he .hall pay Threa ($ i)jio lla r, per annum, and*««?_ .u*h  Mnoo whoa. 
M luy vegte, or pay uxoerd. tier arty-fir. ($75) dollar* pw month, .hall taka not 
a Ucenv-Jor wh£h U  «hall pay S i»  ($«) dollan per annum. ’ Any riolaijon of 
thin anti the prModing rm l^ tio » /W * be punched anmtdiaf^(oBegaliSoo X W H .
...
LXXV/—S lo t»U  8t S e d a iu  ¿»'the p u b li  itealth th a th .a a a tn a a .X o sU  
•ficulate tn elr  thronfh the town and an **»  InUmpUd hy-btiildinj.-nearUhn 
— ahm(  th . ahor. ad>*br.haihodr.*n!) paoqna ara henhym arned ’— *
Erecting or lU u ia a t  bniidinja-ar atn etan a of any kind wbaWnaheftl
T
C
<lxi
HI.
H A S .  II. R A W 8 0  N.
Is prepared to draw out Wills, Deed*. 
Agreements, Mortgage*, Contracts, Ac., 
Ac., and to undertake oil other burine** 
in connection with tin? High Comrais- 
rioner’s Court, under 44 The Western Pa­
cific Order in Council of 1877."
O rrice : International H otel, 
MatafU.E, Baku a.
v e*
Regulation shall specify the name of the 
party to whom it is issue.!, and his resi­
dence, and tho number of arm* and the 
amount of amunition which he is liceusod 
to sell, and every such license shall re- 
luain in force until the Diet day of Docxu- 
ber in the year in which it is iviucd ami
i longer.
IV. A fee of one shilling shall be pay-
>1« on the i*HUu of ewry nurli licvn*c.
V. No such license shall l<c im»uod to 
any British subject unless lie have pre­
viously entered into a  Bond to Her 
Majesty the Uuecn, bo conditioned that 
he engages to forfeit to Her Majesty the 
sum of Fifty Pounds sterling should ho 
•oil any arms or amunition to au^’ native 
of Samoa, or any native of any island in 
tl»e Pacific Ocean; and every such Bond 
riiall have two good and sufficient sureties 
to the satisfaction of the Deputy Coro- 
niisrioner or Consul.
Vi. Every lioense to aell arms and 
smiuiition siiall be ijeo facto cancelle»l on 
proof before the High Connuisrioner** 
Court that the holder of it ha> sold any 
arms or amunition to any uativc of 
Koiuoa or of any island iu the Pacific 
Ooean, and tho holder thereof riioll be 
liable to the same peualtice as if he ltad 
eohl anna or ammunition without license.
Done at Apia, this Eighteenth day of 
November, in the year of Our Lord, One 
Thousand Eight Hundred ami Seventy- 
nine.
By His Excellonoy's cominsnd,
lbilfT. 8 . S wan<ion, 
Deputy Connni^rioi»er.
PROTESTANT KCH«X)L FOR TH E 
CH ILD REN  OF FOREIGN R E SI­
DENTS.
TH E Trustee* of the olmve-namr»| School have grest pleasure iu in­
timating that the clause* ore iu full njv- 
ration un«lcr tlie auperiutendeiice of Sir. 
and Mrs. O’Byrne.
For the oedinary branch»» the feeis 
ao«* sliilliug p**r week.
Further particular« a* regards (he terius 
far extra brandiea (I)iawing, Music. 
Languages, Book-keeping, Ac!), aud for 
hoarders, may be oliUmod from the Trus­
tor*. or from Mr. and Mrs. <t’B yrne.
All ai»pl»auti»His for a»lniisNion to tl»«* 
School to be mode to the Trustee*, or (»* 
Mr. and Mr». O'Bymc.
J .  L. V. Ai.voru,
Secretary.
N O TICE
WE  the undersigned, le rri»y gire notice, tiiat all prr*Mi* are for­
bidden, without due authority fioni us, to 
eell, or attempt to sell, (for an alU gtsl 
claim for taxes, or on any pretrnar what­
ever), or in any manner to iuU rfere with 
the undo, situated in Samoa, owned by 
u^ or in which we have an interest, or 
any part thereof. Bald lands bring th»ae 
formerly belonging to the Central Poly­
nesia Land and Commercial Co.
* Booh interference or pretended eale 
will be wholly unlawful and void, aud 
the persona ooocerned therein will be 
dealt with according to law.
All persona are hereby warned against 
buying any psirt of said lands or any in-
teceet therein or claim thereto by virtue 
of aooh interference or pretended aale, 
as such purchaser will acquire no right 
or.title whatever to the said lauds, aud 
will be treated a* a trtepeseer 
) Apia. Samoa, Dec. 13u ,  1879.
B ela W rllmaX.
J .  K. C. lloao*. ^  
J ame« Nictlajl%u^j
•I Bjf t" £^ v w,
lo iKi e r w i v a i h
E. V. A h  V O B D , 
A V f i T I O S K K B .
<1* GexEBAL (’«.MMIMIOX AOENT.
Oit r c : PACIFIC lluT KL 
M A T A 1» T U .
H IE  lias on Sol»’ :—
Tuist nnd Flag Tulacco 
KydiR-y K*mp. 1 -ar»l 
Dahl wood Australian Wiue 
Boxes Tea 
Sugar .
Cameron's Kcroecno Oil 
Dioiiioiid Kerueeuo Oil 
Biscuit in tin* 
Coufectiooery 
Safety Matdies
Print, Longcloth. White Sheeting, Rug* 
Boots and Khous
Patent MoiUcincs 
Ironmongeiy, Paint*, Oil, Rope 
Earthenware, Lamps, Plated ware, Ac.
Consignments sold on Commission.
T iiou v* T»uk>d. 
Apia, Samoa, 2Uh Oct., 1K79.
M
Ullt’8 FÌihImu II*«Ul«» k* aa<l Lipjwm
ll«-rring*. iti II lilt, tiu-
Moir'd R.*«l Il<n-n»»|r». 1 dos. io lin
ir’s Fnfeli llerringw, « ..«1 Herring*
Surdiu«-». iu 1H.1. tin».
ir’* l»ri.d Linicf.d. in 1 «wt. (iu-!
ir'« C- iiu. i« S.w.1« li Jarn«. uM.Hh.u,
>l:.n..*L.lv, »iu IU«. »•••—.
Muir« Tart Kn.it« in U:tl. V
*1 he .S»»ls»cril*er* *»»licit til«* aft» nli»»n » 
Engin***!», C'ontnutor», and l'».i|*.iatiui 
to tlieir
NEW PATENT 1»UEI«GE HAN'T
P»y which HaHiour*, I)oek*. Bai». Rivri 
Shoal*, Channel«, and t ’anali* can I 
•loepeued or <-ut inun I f««»*t »•* 40 fevt i 
any *oU, with gnat *|*<*l on«l eomoii»» 
Tho Drfilgv Plant lux* l**m alnwly >uj 
plied to iIk* I*lyd»- Tni't : il»*1 * »•»ven 
meut Work* at Uarlingf»»r»l. the Au-ir. 
liai» Government: the hi'lian <i*i\»*rt 
meut ; tlie Dutch Govennnent : th* M» i 
***y Board ; Crown Agent* fertile I «»I« 
nie* ; tlie North Sea Ship ( anal, 11oliasi*»I 
the Canadian t*«»vernin'*ut ; the Egypt»« 
Government; the Cahnluinnii l.jilwnx 
the North-Kasten» Railway : tie- 
boon of Stoektoii. Bri-t»»l. A 
iJreeoock, Barrow. MriL»un»-. i 
Newcastle, S s s n s e .  I’U-etw««***L * - 
] iartlepuul, Newhaven, «jiiug» mon! 
and elsewhere, an«I it cair *tea»u .^» n»* 
j«art of the wwil.
W. SIMONS «V O»..
Ksr.iNUT.s a m * Sn;»*i .* '•» r.'. 
I joN Ih»N Wo r k s . RENFREW
JU LIENNE — DRIED >1 BIN VE<iE T A B LIE r.:.d U F .!:!’ -’ (• 
SotTH. omtniiiing lo •l¡ii«-»»*nt k»n»U in 
state »if j**rf«-cti«»ii Mini r»*a»ly í*«r n««- I n 
}«ns l by D.xnoM.i.i A »'•*.. h»t.* •*h »ll
A ( l
N 1
E\V NOVEIS.
U U JlliS ' W OItK-EOXEs 
OLEOtiRAHlS,
W UITINii DESKS,
iv iL V «n .v n E s 
RAWING PENCILS,
CALL D E L IA  
RED. HI.VE. *  1!I.V« K I'KNCII.«. 
At th -. « » « " «  T i » n  I * ' .
‘ 1 r. I E K I  T U  S  A N D « '« • '« ' 
F A . N C Ï  li o u  D S
S T A I  ION E K V E M P O R l L ' l l
J u .  tnttived t  Urg, .^ortiD.nt of 
Toy*
Rupenor lU ir  BruJi«»
8ccuUd Soap.
Viole« PowJor 
Iuianl'e >'mU1u£  IMilea
P ia u m
Nautical « I-1- " *— lor I860 
School Book. u, i
Dnwiug l ’o(«r
. 1‘archmcDt
CoOMTtiuM • « •
Playin« Card» .
- I. RuUng W hi|, •
■ I -«hud •  U r«* e*o*n l  am im <n t oi 
• .1 stationary aud I'anay UooJa
r VRECEIVED.^ColUni-,  O ««- 
phr oi th . South Pacific; and •  
e» photograph. o£ tb . late Priaoe 
l t f f n a w .  On «aja ,
J  u» Il N M I i: A N D SU N. 
HR. LcaMauiaLL-STREsr. L»xuo*.
IFF. A.SSUCIATION u F  .SO/I 
a LAND.
Edinburgh—.Si Piiueet Street. 
Glasgow—123 St. Vincent Stixs t.
D. S. IUtiianan, SecH-Urv.
D
, l'-ariv Sold in Rn«-. 1-
I-V ll." 1..und, willi fu’.l -1¡111 i .1
ilüati »\ :,i.li.-i - li:, li. ili —- 
J..II* Ml. KlV.
1* A» .
lISM!.......  .ii.-t EU...;.«igh
r p i l K  s * 'I »TTISII K uriT A P .I.
I t m i t c a i .) i . i i 'E  .» .- s r i :.*  
MMTKTV.-TI«- Kpi. '•
,.t tlu- M'-i'i-'l Hi- A ....... .
ln-.titiili.in . an-!-ii'-'t. iiit.i.-'.ing A'*»i' 
■r.in,|>-»rf«ui |-rivil.-y- til.i.« -or t M!.. ■
li?, M. V ii- 't it- 'r .-t .
111 -.II till-.-N- I :* '. Secy,
J l-ST p rr .I .IS I IE D  «■■
NEW Z I U !- \ M ' AND T H E  M il I I 
SEA l-I.A N I- '
An-I Iii- ir I¡.U t.- li t"
By Sir J i  «.lf- V-. i I K A,--i
c1IU.I.INS NEW SC R II, «t lKH .I. MAI *
1’omurtirtr.1 anil l.ili!! nI-'.i fr• -tn
nti.l Intel A'llh-iriti.*.. at.-l I ' 
l \.hmrv
luriltMl. <«i »rr-i. t n t  P i ' *
I. Tin- ll-i.ii.pl--.’’ '
«. T1h- Worhl M .r at. r . 
n. Eutu|- 
4. A.i«.
A. Ain--a. 
i; N-rth Aiarri.-M.
7. S .itli  Arncrira. 
h. Briti-h lah’-
it. SigUti-l .m l W ih t
10. BnitUmL 
II lrrlaud.
11. Kroner.
IX  l io lW I ami Brlgium.J 
14. Swittcrl.n-I. 
l i .  Kpain uni Poruigol 
IU. Italy.
17. Sweden and Norway 
and th# Bailie.
1A Herman Empire.
19 Aaetria.
* 0. lluaaia.
t l .  Turkay in Eurupa and Oraeaa. 
I t  India, 
t l  Turkey in Ada. 
l i .  Pmaia. Aighn liatan, >nd Balou.1 
kU a.
J J .  flilni— Empuw and Japan.
’ Bd'Arahin, Kgypi. Nahia, and Aby 
, ,  u ln .
f t - S S i : .
(ft. United IkaUa
- fe d  Aaatrwm. • -
. 1C  Viator a, N«V Berth Waloa, •  
' i p -  Barth A - tra U .
i ■ « . . . .  f w * r m Meme t u  O ia i
Den,
